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1 - Mission

The institution’s mission is clear and articulated publicly; it guides the institution’s operations.

1.A - Core Component 1.A

The institution’s mission is broadly understood within the institution and guides its operations.

1. The mission statement is developed through a process suited to the nature and culture of the
institution and is adopted by the governing board.

2. The institution’s academic programs, student support services, and enrollment profile are
consistent with its stated mission.

3. The institution’s planning and budgeting priorities align with and support the mission. (This
sub-component may be addressed by reference to the response to Criterion 5.C.1.)

Argument

1.A.1 Mission statement is developed through a process suited to the nature and culture and was
adopted by the board.

Benedictine College is a mission-driven institution whose mission permeates institutional operations.

Mission: Our mission as a Catholic, Benedictine, liberal arts, residential college is the education of
men and women within a community of faith and scholarship.

The present Mission was developed in 1986, through faculty and staff consultation, approval of the
faculty, and approval of the Board of Directors. The Mission builds upon the original Mission
established in 1971, when St. Benedict’s College and Mount St. Scholastica College became the
single institution of Benedictine College. The elaborated Mission, found in the Catalog, clarifies
what is meant by “Catholic, Benedictine, liberal arts, and residential.” 

The Vision, developed in 2004, flows from the Mission and describes the College’s commitment to
provide a framework for personal, spiritual, and intellectual growth. The Values of the College
express our priorities in how we participate in our community of faith and scholarship. The Mission,
Vision, and Values were reviewed by the entire College community as part of the process that led to
the development of the most recent strategic plan, "Benedictine 2020: A Vision for Greatness." The
Board of Directors approved the strategic plan in 2012. Through the strategic plan, the Mission
clearly directs efforts designed specifically to align with the three areas of community, faith, and
scholarship. The Board held a training session with invited speakers to reflect upon the Mission,
Vision, and Values of the College, to focus the Board’s deliberations and decision-making to align
with the Mission, Vision, and Values of the College. 

The sponsoring religious communities, St. Benedict’s Abbey and Mount St. Scholastica monastery,
provide opportunities for students, faculty, staff, administrators, and the Board to understand,
interpret, and enact the Benedictine Mission, Vision and Values. 
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Before each Board meeting the Abbot of St. Benedict’s Abbey, the Prioress of Mount St.
Scholastica monastery, the Chair of the Board, and the President of the College meet to discuss
sponsorship.  
Additionally, members of both St. Benedict’s Abbey and Mount St. Scholastica serve on the
Board of Directors, work on campus, offer retreats to the students, and participate in student
activities. 
Monks of St. Benedict’s Abbey serve as chaplains and provide the sacraments for the students. 
Sisters of Mount St. Scholastica invite students to regularly pray and share meals as part of
the "Partners in Prayer" program.
St. Benedict’s Abbey and Mount St. Scholastica offer volunteer and service-learning
opportunities, as well as spiritual direction services.
Since 2011, a Benedictine Sister of Mount St. Scholastica has been invited to present a
reflection on the Benedictine charism as it applies to the life of the College, during the August
opening faculty workshop.

1.A.2. Academic programs, student support services, and enrollment program consistent with
the Mission

The College maintains academic programs aligned with the Mission, Vision, and Values through
monitoring of the current programs and deliberate reviews of new programs.

The general education program (of approximately 57 credit hours) reveals the liberal arts
component of the Mission. The three general education components (core requirements,
foundations, and skills and perspectives) may be met through courses across the disciplines,
accentuating the liberal arts nature of the College. 
All freshmen take the BC Experience course, GNST-1000, which focuses on the Benedictine
Values.
General education requirements in philosophy and theology align with the Catholic identity of
the College. 
Requirements in the student's major(s) allow the student to cultivate skills and knowledge
within specific academic disciplines.
The Curriculum Committee regularly reviews and re-validates courses that fulfill different
elements of the general education program.
The Assessment Committee monitors student achievement of the general education curriculum
and provides the faculty updates and opportunities to provide input on how the program is
evaluated.
The Curriculum Committee insures that new academic programs align with the Mission. 

When faculty propose a new major, they must describe how this major relates to the
liberal arts mission of the College. 
The Assessment Committee reviews the proposal to insure it contains appropriate means
to assess student progress and evaluate the program’s effectiveness.
The Curriculum Committee reviews the proposal and collaborates with the requesting
department to refine the proposal, if necessary, to align with the Mission. 
When the Curriculum Committee agrees that the proposal sufficiently aligns with the
Mission, the proposal is presented to the faculty for deliberation and a faculty vote.
Final approval of new programs rests with the Board of Directors after being informed by
the requesting department, the Curriculum Committee, and the vote of approval by the
full faculty.
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To assist those faculty who are interested in becoming more grounded in the Catholic intellectual
tradition, the College sponsors attendance at the national summer Fides et Ratio program, a series of
seminars for faculty at Catholic colleges and universities. These seminars are designed to help faculty
see their disciplines in the light of Catholic tradition. 

The Student Success Center provides academic assistance, including academic advising, disability
services, tutoring, test proctoring, and help with study skills and time management strategies. The
Center also assists students with graduate school applications, resume writing, and interview
preparation.

Residence Life programs build community through activities that reinforce the Mission, Vision, and
Values for the students who live on campus. Benedictine College attracts traditional students who
seek a residential life experience. Approximately 75% to 80% of the student body lives on campus. 

All students have the opportunity to participate in the numerous programs and
services. The Student Handbook (p. 52) explains the importance of residential life to our
mission.
The Counseling Center and the Student Health Center work with Residence Life to keep
students physically healthy and emotionally balanced. 
The Department of College Ministry offers students many opportunities to live the Mission and
Values, including the sacraments, catechesis, bible studies, retreats, opportunities for mission
trips, and opportunities for service to the local community. 

The enrollment profile of the College is consistent with the Mission. Admissions criteria screen for
the ability to benefit from a rigorous and broadly-based liberal arts education. In the last 10 years the
academic profile of the undergraduate student body has increased. The ACT of the entering freshmen
class, at the 75th percentile went from 27 in Fall 2010 to 28 in Fall 2018. The average high
school GPA has gone from 24.13 in Fall 2010 to 24.69 in Fall 2018. The undergraduate population
of the College is overwhelmingly traditionally-aged (over 95% of the undergraduate student body is
between the ages of 17-24). Although we welcome students of any faith and of no faith, nevertheless
about 80% of the student body is Catholic. Taken together, these factors show that our Mission, as a
"Catholic, Benedictine. liberal arts, and residential college to educate within a community of faith
and scholarship" is coherent with the type of students we attract.  

1.A.3 Planning and budgeting priorities align with and support the mission

The College's planning and budgeting priorities align with and support the Mission of Benedictine
College, as detailed in the discussion of Criterion 5.C.1. 

The College has experienced a period of sustained growth accompanied by both physical and
programmatic expansion. This increasing complexity has required development of new, more formal
structures of governance and communication to ensure that the alignment of priorities with the
Mission is transparent to the entire community. One example of a revised structure is the way
that faculty meetings are run.

Sources

BC Student Handbook 19-20
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 35)
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BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 50)
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 52)
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 59)
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 60)
Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma
Benedictine College Values_ma
BYLAWS
BYLAWS (page number 3)
Faculty Workshop Speakers_ma
Fides et Ratio emails
Linda Herndon
Ministry Flip Book_Part_1_ma
Ministry Flip Book_Part_2_ma
Mount_service learning_Biology
Prayer Partner Program_Mount (1)
Proposed Program or Major Form
Service Hours_ma
STANDARD PROCEDURES - FACULTY MEETINGS
The Mission of Benedictine College_ma
Vision and Commitments_ma
Work_on_campus_ma.pdf
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1.B - Core Component 1.B

The mission is articulated publicly.

1. The institution clearly articulates its mission through one or more public documents, such as
statements of purpose, vision, values, goals, plans, or institutional priorities.

2. The mission document or documents are current and explain the extent of the institution’s
emphasis on the various aspects of its mission, such as instruction, scholarship, research,
application of research, creative works, clinical service, public service, economic development,
and religious or cultural purpose.

3. The mission document or documents identify the nature, scope, and intended constituents of
the higher education programs and services the institution provides.

Argument

1.B.1 Public documentation of mission 

Benedictine College’s Mission is clearly articulated in various public documents and domains.
Recently, the College has increased its efforts to publicize its Mission to a wide range of
constituents. 

The Mission, Vision, and Values statement are found on the College website, in the Student
Handbook (pp. 3-5), the Benedictine Course Catalog (pp. 8-11), Employee Handbook (pp. 9-
10), and in the strategic plan, Benedictine 2020 (p. 2). 

The College produces promotional videos focused specifically on the Mission that are shared
with a wide variety of audiences. The videos are available on the College website.

The Mission is prominently printed on the wall on the first floor of the Ferrell Academic
Center. The statement of Values hangs in nearly every classroom. 

This evidence articulates Benedictine's Mission to "educate men and women within a community of
faith and scholarship," informed and guided by the College’s Catholic identity and Benedictine
heritage. 

1.B.2 Mission is current and explains the College's emphasis on various aspects of its mission.

The Mission is current and guides the life of the College in its various aspects: 

As a community of faith, the College “promotes the growing involvement of religious and laity
in the Church’s ministries,” and “challenges students to put their faith into action.”  
As a community of scholarship, “an essential element” in the educational mission is
“scholarship, independent research, and performance in its students and faculty.”  
Both the Mission and the Vision emphasize that students in the College’s community are to be
formed in ways that will allow them to serve and lead upon graduation. A particular focus of
the residential aspect of the Mission is that students appreciate a “dedication to the welfare of
others,” and strive “to live a life of service, leading with true humility.”  
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Finally, as a Benedictine college, students are invited specifically to concern themselves with
“justice, peace, moderation, hospitality, and care for the gifts of creation;” all of which are
intrinsic to the Benedictine charism as presented in the Rule of St. Benedict. 

Students, faculty, staff, religious community members, and alumni all contribute to enacting the
Mission within and beyond our campus.

1.B.3 Mission identifies the nature, scope, and intended constituents of the higher education
programs and services it provides. 

The College makes explicit how its Mission guides its educational, formative, and spiritual programs
through its statement of "Vision and Commitments" found in the Catalog (p. 9). Applicants for
faculty positions are asked to submit a statement with their application materials explaining how they
would contribute to fulfilling the Mission of the College. Additionally, both new students and new
faculty are explicitly oriented to the way in which the Mission shapes the nature and scope of a
Benedictine College education. 

As a result of the institutional emphasis on publicizing and living out the Mission, there has been
increased public awareness of the College. Likewise, the various ways in which our Mission is
perceived and experienced by our constituents have also received attention. Some examples include:

This Fall 2019, as part of the improvements on 2nd Street by the city of Atchison, Benedictine
College banners were added to the new streetlights. On some of the banners are the words:
"Community," "Faith," and "Scholarship" taken from the Mission statement. 
On August 22, 2011, the News-Press newspaper of St. Joseph, Mo., cited the College’s Mission
as the reason for its enrollment growth in “Benedictine Enrollment Soars.”
In July 2013, the St. Joseph, Mo., News-Press newspaper celebrated Benedictine College’s
Mission in an editorial, “Benedictine Pursues a Vision.” 
On August 21, 2017, St. Joseph, Mo., News-Press newspaper was one of several publications
citing the College’s Mission regarding Astronomy in “Vatican Astronomers Attend College
Eclipse Event.” 
Outside ranking organizations also cite the College’s Mission, for instance U.S. News and
World Report and College Consensus. 

Sources

2011NewsPress-enrollment
2013NewsPressBenedictine-pursues-mission
2016NCRegistermissionTrips
2017-NewsPressFaithScienceEclipse
2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 8)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 9)
2nd Street Project Reaches Substantial Completion - City of Atchison
BC Student Handbook 19-20
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 10)
BC_Experience
BC_Mission_Vision_Values_webshot_ma
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Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma
Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma (page number 2)
Benedictine College Employee Handbook
Benedictine College Employee Handbook (page number 9)
Benedictine College Values_ma
CollegeConsensus
Hunger Coalition Leaven article (1)
JOB POSTING TEMPLATE
Mission_Vision_Values_Catalog_ma
New_Faculty_Orientation
Photo taken of the Mission statement_ma
Photo taken of the Values_ma
The Mission of Benedictine College_ma
USNewsMission
Vision and Commitments_ma
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1.C - Core Component 1.C

The institution understands the relationship between its mission and the diversity of society.

1. The institution addresses its role in a multicultural society.
2. The institution’s processes and activities reflect attention to human diversity as appropriate

within its mission and for the constituencies it serves.

Argument

1.C.1 Addresses its role in a multicultural society.

In accordance with our Mission, we engage our role in a multicultural society by:

Striving, in our admissions and hiring efforts, to attract and retain a diverse community;
Attending to our Benedictine value of hospitality as we invite, honor, and care for all
individuals in our community and shaping our students to extend such hospitality in their lives;
Providing ample opportunities for students to interact, in structured and reflective ways, with
others whose life experiences are very different from their own; and 
Incorporating attention to human diversity in our assessment and self-evaluation criteria
throughout the College.

These are elaborated upon in 1.C.2.

1.C.2 Processes and activities reflect attention to human diversity as appropriate within its
mission and for constituencies it serves.

Diversity and multiculturalism are crucial elements to our Mission. As a Catholic college,
Benedictine is part of an international organization with over one billion members, drawn from every
continent on earth. The global south is the most vibrant region for the growth of the Catholic faith,
and the Church in the United States is growing increasingly Hispanic. Benedictine College aspires to
attract a student body that reflects the diversity of the Catholic Church and world. Focused efforts
including targeted scholarships, institutional partnerships, international recruiting bolstered by an
English as a Second Language program, and sponsorship of a national network of minority-serving
high schools, have successfully attracted students from 18 countries and 47 states (Fall 2018). Even
though Benedictine remains a substantially homogeneous institution, we noted small gains in the
percent of Hispanic students from 5.1% in 2009 to 9.3% in 2019.

In response to our locally limited diversity, Benedictine intentionally prepares students to contribute
productively to a multicultural society through opportunities to experience people, cultures, and
values that are different from their own.  

Every student completes a “global perspective” requirement of the general education program. 
All students complete a foreign language requirement, in which attention to diverse cultures is
a significant component. 
A relatively high number of students study abroad. Specifically, in Fall 2018, 48 students
(2.5%) studied abroad, in Spring 2019, 50 students (2.6%) studied abroad, and in Summer
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2019, 43 students (2.3%) studied abroad.
Many students participate in Mission trips.
Other ways the College prepares students to work with diverse populations include:

As part of a course focusing on the needs of varying groups in society, Education
students work 50 hours in community organizations serving diverse populations based on
race, gender, socioeconomic status, disability, and access to school (p. 7).   
Nursing students complete clinical courses in diverse settings, including the local Health
Department, home health, and large medical centers, where students work with people
from different cultures, countries, and socioeconomic backgrounds (p. 17).
Engineering students learn about the ethical and professional responsibilities in
engineering situations and consider the impact of engineering solutions in global,
economic, environmental, and societal contexts. 
Engineering mission trips to Guatemala, Ghana, Peru, and Nicaragua involved
engineering designs uniquely tailored to the local culture (p. 9).

To emphasize our priority to educate students for a diverse society, as part of routine assessment
processes, every department has documented how students majoring in that department are prepared
to effectively engage in a diverse society.

The College also monitors how programs, including academics, student life, and campus
ministry, provide students with opportunities to interact with people of diverse backgrounds,
views, and experiences. A notable example of this is the recently established Center for Service-
Learning, through which the students incorporate community service into their academic
programs. Students reflect on their service experience, and the clients whom they serve are seen as
sources of learning, rather than simply objects of charity.   

Benedictine offers the English as a Second Language program at the college level. The program
promotes inclusion and exposure to different cultures while also providing international students with
appropriate academic and community-based supports while they are at Benedictine.

A notable experience that has influenced Benedictine’s efforts to engage more globally was in 2013,
when the President of the College was one of only five U.S. Catholic college presidents invited to
participate in a conference, sponsored by the Pontifical Council on Latin America, on the future of
the Church in the Americas. This conference, held in Mexico City, at the Shrine of Our Lady of
Guadalupe, explored ways in which institutions related to the Catholic Church in the Americas could
be drawn more closely together. Our President’s involvement in this meeting inspired us to attend
deliberately to our connection to the broader Church of the Americas, which we were delighted to
exercise when we named the most recent residence hall built by the College in honor of Our Lady of
Guadalupe (patroness of the Americas, and particularly associated with Mexico), to serve as a
permanent manifestation of the College’s commitment to serving students of Hispanic background. 

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 137)
BC success earns Vatican attention_Local News_atchisonglobenow.com
Center for Service Learning _Benedictine College
Cristo Rey-Kauffman networks (1)_ma
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Diversity Responses from Department
Diversity Responses from Department (page number 7)
Diversity Responses from Department (page number 9)
Diversity Responses from Department (page number 17)
Fall 2019 20th Day summaryH
Minnis Mexico
Mission Trips 2008-2019_anne
Mission_trips
MLK Seminar Summary_ma
MLK Syllabus - Fall 2017_ma
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1.D - Core Component 1.D

The institution’s mission demonstrates commitment to the public good.

1. Actions and decisions reflect an understanding that in its educational role the institution serves
the public, not solely the institution, and thus entails a public obligation.

2. The institution’s educational responsibilities take primacy over other purposes, such as
generating financial returns for investors, contributing to a related or parent organization, or
supporting external interests.

3. The institution engages with its identified external constituencies and communities of interest
and responds to their needs as its mission and capacity allow.

Argument

1.D.1 Actions and decisions reflect understanding of service to the public as a public obligation.

Benedictine College serves the public good by 

Providing public access to cultural enrichment through speakers and performances that are
open to the public at large. 
Facilitating service activities from students, faculty, and staff in response to local, national, and
international needs.
Seeking input and responding to requests from public officials and industry leaders in the
development of professional academic programs.
Engaging with the College’s sponsoring communities (the Monks of St. Benedict’s Abbey and
the Sisters of Mount St. Scholastica monastery), the Archdiocese of Kansas City in Kansas,
and the universal Catholic Church to determine areas in which the College can effectively
respond to identified needs.   

Benedictine College is committed to being an institution in service to the public good. “Community”
is one of the values of the College, drawn from our Benedictine heritage, and essential to a
Benedictine approach to education. Outreach and service to the local community are significant
aspects of the College’s operations. Since 1984, students have participated each year in the
Benedictine College Hunger Coalition, donating meals to needy families in Atchison and providing
tutoring in the local public schools.

Student clubs, academic departments, and athletic teams provide a variety of additional services to
local residents, such as the following:

The Education Department students provide essential staffing for the Boys and Girls Club of
Atchison.
The Black Student Union provided a workshop on African American History to local schools
and a local homeschooling group.
The men’s and women’s basketball teams host an annual “Little Ravens Clinic” for local
children. 
"Sleep in Heavenly Peace" engages internal groups (such as athletic teams, Honors students,
the faculty) in building and delivering beds to children.
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In addition to direct service activities, Benedictine College serves the public good through cultural
enrichment. The College regularly hosts speakers that grapple with significant contemporary issues
in events open to the public. The College sponsors an annual Symposium on the New Evangelization,
held for the eighth time in March 2019. The goal of the Symposium is to gather “scholars, field
professionals, religious, clergy, and students for a time of fellowship, reflection, and dialogue
concerning topics integral to the New Evangelization.”   

Each semester the College provides concerts, plays, athletic events, and art exhibits open to the
public. Certain athletic events (e.g., Atchison Community Day during football season, the
“Snowstorm” basketball game each December, featuring a visit from Santa Claus) are specifically
geared toward the local community to encourage “town-gown” interaction. 

When appropriate, the College invites local schools to attend relevant speakers and activities. For
example, when the College hosted an exhibit of rare books from the Remnant Trust, The Wisdom of
the Ages Exhibition, nearly 1,000 school children from 20 schools were given guided tours of the
exhibit by 39 Benedictine students trained as volunteer docents.

Atchison was directly in the path of the total eclipse in August 2017. Benedictine invited guests from
around the country (with special invitations to K-12 schools within a day’s drive but outside of the
path of the eclipse) to view the eclipse in the football stadium. Comprehensive programming was
provided including talks from an astronomer at the Vatican Observatory, a special “celestial concert,”
and science games and activities. 

In addition to the service activities undertaken within the academic service-learning program
outlined in section 1.C, an orientation toward service permeates the College community. Student
Life, College Ministry, and the intercollegiate varsity athletic teams all have designated service
programs involving students, faculty, and staff. 

The College sponsors a vibrant mission-trip program, with mission trips (both domestic and
international) to over 20 countries and five continents over the last ten years. Over the past four years
alone, more than 800 students and faculty went on mission trips, and during that time the College
community has donated more than 70,000 hours of service to local, national, and international
organizations. (See 3.E.1 for more information.)

As part of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), the 600-plus student-athletes
participate in the Champions of Character program, one aspect of which is “Servant Leadership.”
Accordingly, these student-athletes during the 2018-2019 academic year contributed approximately
931 hours to the local community in a variety of projects.

Additionally, Benedictine College takes note of social need and the public good when developing
academic programs. The Center for Service Learning depends on a vibrant connection between the
College and a host of community partners. The vision of the Service Learning program is that service
learning is based on "authentic and mutually transformative encounters." Thus, it is imperative that
students who participate in service learning see their role not as dispensers of charity, but rather as
receivers of insight.  Our service learning program reinforces the value of diversity, because it is
premised on the assumption that people of all backgrounds and situations can provide our students
with valuable education. This perspective requires that the partnership between the College and
community agencies is authentically built on a basis of mutual trust and goodwill, and so the Center
for Service Learning is committed to fostering strong relationships with community partners.  For
example, both to spark faculty interest in developing service-learning courses and to provide
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community partners with a better understanding of the resources of the College, the Center for
Service-Learning has instituted an annual Service Learning Hors D’oeuvres Hour, bringing
interested faculty and representatives of local non-profit agencies together to learn from each other.  

1.D.2 Educational responsibilities take primacy over other purposes, such as fund raising,
contributing to parent organizations, or supporting external interests. 

The primary purpose of Benedictine College as its Mission states (see 1.A.1), which is the bell-
weather in all decisions made by the President's Cabinet, "... is the education of men and
women...".  The primacy of educational responsibilities is demonstrated by:

the resources devoted to instructional and academic support expenditures (35.4% of overall
expenses);
personnel devoted to the instruction and support (192 faculty [as calculated for the 2018-2019
Common Data Set] and 23 academic support personnel); 
policies that make clear that education is the primary purpose of the institution (such as
limiting athletic practices and other extra curricular activities to hours outside the regular
school day).

Benedictine College is recognized as 501.C.3 not-for-profit organization, thus the primary focus is
not to raise funds. 

1.D.3 Engagement with identified external constituencies and communities of interest and
responds to their needs as its mission and capacity allow.

In addition to serving the general public, Benedictine College identifies specific communities of
interest. As a private institution in the State of Kansas, the College is active in both local (the Kansas
Independent College Association, KICA) and national (the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, NAICU) organizations formed to advance the common good through
supporting the goals of private higher education. The President of the College is a member of the
NAICU Board of Directors. 

The College also identifies its sponsoring communities and the Catholic Church as communities of
interest. The College reaches its sponsoring communities through service projects and intentional
interactions; examples include:

documenting Mount St. Scholastica monastery's art collection as an ongoing research project; 
using St. Benedict’s Abbey as a site for final projects of the College’s Installation Art course;
providing student volunteers to help staff the annual fundraising events for the monks and for
the sisters.
using Dooley Center, the long-term-care facility of the sisters of Mount St. Scholastica, as a
site for the nursing students' clinical rotation.

The College serves the local Archdiocese in a number of ways, including youth outreach programs,
student volunteers providing support for religious instruction and sacramental preparation in area
parishes, and providing the academic formation for the permanent diaconate program of the
Archdiocese.  

Finally, the College is cognizant of its role in the national and global Catholic Church. It belongs to
the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities and the Association of Benedictine Colleges
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and Universities. The College’s President was appointed in 2012 to serve as a member of the United
States Council of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) Committee on Higher Education.  

Sources

1.D.2 - Answer from K.Scholz
2017 Total Solar Eclipse Will Bathe Benedictine Campus in Darkness
2018-2019 Common Data Set CDS-I
ABCU members
Academic_Support_ma
Academics Expenditure Summary
Basketball teams to host Little Ravens Clinic – The Circuit
Black Student Union History (1)
Hors D_oeuvres
Hunger Coalition
NAICU - Board of Directors
NAICU - Board of Directors (page number 4)
Service Learning_vision_Benedictine College
Service Learning_vision_Benedictine College (page number 2)
Sleep in Heavenly Peace News Press article
Snow Storm Game 2016
Speakers
Student Athlete Service
Symposium for Advancing New Evangelization _ Benedictine College
USCCB committee_Minnis
Wisdom of the ages_ma
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1.S - Criterion 1 - Summary

The institution’s mission is clear and articulated publicly; it guides the institution’s operations.

Summary

Benedictine College is a mission-driven institution, and the commitment to furthering the mission is
pervasive across the institution.

Strengths:

1. Benedictine College’s Mission is clear, widely understood and supported, publicly articulated,
and central to the life of the College.

2. The Mission guides the operation of the College at all levels, from strategic planning to the
daily work of teaching and learning.

3. It is incorporated into the hiring and promotion process, and both student and faculty
orientation.

4. While the College recognizes the challenge in providing our students with a robust experience
of diversity on our campus, it remains committed to preparing them to live and work in a
diverse and multicultural society.  

5. The Mission calls the College to contribute to the public good, and the College responds to that
call by engaging in service, outreach, and community engagement activities.

6. The Center for Service Learning provides a robust connection between the College and the
broader community.

7. As the Mission makes clear, education is the ultimate goal of the institution, and so the
educational purposes are the central focus of its activities.

Challenges and actions:

1. Providing opportunities to prepare our students for a diverse and multicultural society remains
a challenge. The College has recently begun incorporating attention to diversity into the
academic assessment process. Ongoing attention to this issue is necessary. We will monitor the
success of these more systematic efforts by responses on the NSSE survey that measure
students’ perceptions of exposure to diversity.

2. An aspect of diversity is accessibility for people with different abilities. The geography of our
campus, the age of many of our buildings, and limited resources for extensive renovations
makes accessibility on campus for those with limited mobility a challenge. As we continue with
construction and renovation projects, it will be appropriate to consider this issue as part of
project prioritization.

3. Recent concerns about the role of faculty consultation in a number of College initiatives has led
the administration to conclude that the increasing size and complexity of the College has
attenuated the existing channels of communication between the faculty and administration.
Strengthening and systematizing the opportunities for communication is a challenge. Changes
in the faculty committee structure, regularly scheduled “town hall” type meetings, and more
frequent and regular meetings between senior administrators and their faculty advisory groups
are all in the process of being implemented.

4. Finding students and faculty who are eager to engage the Mission of the College and also bring
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diverse backgrounds and experiences is a challenge. As a community, we need to continue the
dialogue regarding a common understanding of the distinctiveness of our mission-based
educational approach, and ensure that this distinctiveness is clearly and transparently
communicated to both internal and external constituencies.

Sources

There are no sources.
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2 - Integrity: Ethical and Responsible Conduct

The institution acts with integrity; its conduct is ethical and responsible.

2.A - Core Component 2.A

The institution operates with integrity in its financial, academic, personnel, and auxiliary functions;
it establishes and follows policies and processes for fair and ethical behavior on the part of its
governing board, administration, faculty, and staff.

Argument

Documentation and Training in Ethical Behavior

Benedictine College is committed to displaying integrity in every aspect of its policies and processes.
Policies based on the College’s Mission to guide all members of the College’s community toward
fair, ethical behavior are documented in handbooks and policy manuals. Policies were determined
with the help of outside counsel and auditors, and are regularly updated to reflect best practices. The
Employee Handbook, posted on the College website, is the basis of orientation for all employees to
ensure awareness of policies. SafeColleges provides and documents completion of individual annual
training for Title IX, Sexual Harassment, and FERPA policies. Additional scheduled training
informs employees about password security, active shooter procedures, and Drug Free Workplace.
Faculty participate in additional Title IX training annually with an attorney. Board members
annually certify their freedom from conflicts of interest and disclose any fiduciary relationships with
the College. The Benedictine College community members are notified of processes for reporting
potentially fraudulent or ethically inappropriate behavior via the Fraud and Ethics Hotline
announcement appearing regularly in the BC FYI email announcement to faculty and staff. 

Financial Integrity

Financial activities at Benedictine College comply with the Generally Accepted Accounting Practices
(GAAP), which require ethical and responsible behavior and reporting. The audit firm BKD has
identified no material weaknesses in internal controls in any of the annual audits during this re-
accreditation period.

Academic Integrity 

The College Registrar confirms that students complete required courses of study while maintaining
sufficient grade point averages and other degree requirements needed to award degrees. To insure the
integrity of programs, requests by students to substitute courses in their courses of study must be
approved. The Associate Dean of the College must approve any substitutions or waivers for major
requirements, and the Dean of the College must approve any substitutions or waivers for general
education requirements.

Ethical Treatment of Personnel
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Benedictine College endeavors to treat employees with respect and fairness. The College clearly
documents policies and procedures to ensure rights and responsibilities of its employees in
the Benedictine College Employee Handbook and Benedictine College Faculty Handbook, both
posted on the College website. The College communicates job opportunities within the institution on
the Employment Opportunities web page. Benedictine College has a preferential hiring policy with
regard to qualified members of the sponsoring religious communities. 

In general, College policies provide sufficient guidance to maintain fair and ethical behavior and to
investigate and resolve any disagreements or threats to the integrity of the College’s functions. On
rare occasions, the College must attend to substantial disagreements about the appropriate application
of policies. The College has policies and procedures in place for addressing grievances by students,
faculty, and staff: 

Grievance procedures for faculty are detailed in the Benedictine College Faculty Handbook (p.
28).
Staff grievance procedures are described in the Benedictine College Employee Handbook (p.
27).
The Student grievance process is described in the College Catalog and Student
Handbook depending on what the issue is. Adjudication policies determine the office
responsible for each type of grievance. Similarly, appeals are considered in accordance with
procedures described for the type of grievance. Initial reporting of grievances may
be done online.

In one instance there was a significant disagreement between faculty and administration about the
application of the statement “The President of the College has final authority in filling faculty
vacancies” in the College’s faculty hiring policy. In this instance, the Dean, at the behest of the
President, offered a faculty position to a candidate, despite the unanimous objection of the hiring
committee. This disagreement ultimately led to a review of the President’s action by the Board of
Directors. The Board expressed support of the President, but encouraged the administration to work
with the faculty to consider revisions to the hiring process to avoid such disagreements in the future.
As a result, the Dean of the College consulted with department chairs to develop a template to be
used for all faculty searches to insure hiring criteria are consistently applied across departments and
that these criteria are clearly conveyed in job descriptions. The outcome of this change has been that
hiring committees gather more appropriate and consistent information about applicants, which in
turn, supports improved decisions on the parts of all involved.

In a second instance since 2008, one faculty member submitted a formal grievance alleging that
College personnel policies were not equitably applied to him/her. The grievance process was
followed; a faculty review panel, the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Directors, and the
full Board of Directors unanimously found that personnel policies had been appropriately applied in
this instance. That judgment was later upheld by a professional arbitrator (American Arbitration
Association), and the records of the case remain sealed. As a result of this incident, however, the
College requested outside counsel review both the Faculty Handbook and the language of the faculty
contract to ensure absolute clarity and updated it appropriately.  

FERPA

The College acts in accordance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), which
protects students’ rights to the privacy and confidentiality of their academic records. All faculty and
staff are required to complete a periodic online FERPA refresher course, and FERPA is explained by
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College legal counsel regularly during the fall faculty workshop. Notification of students’ rights
under FERPA are provided to them each fall during the first week of September as required by law.
The institutional definition of what is considered to be directory information is published in
the Catalog (p. 4) and on the College website. 

Auxiliary Functions

The College exhibits integrity and ethical behavior in its auxiliary function, such as in the dining hall
and throughout its athletic programs. In particular, Benedictine athletic programs adhere to NAIA
standards for Champions of Character, of which integrity is one of the five core components.
Benedictine College has been selected as a five-star winner of this NAIA program; and athletes and
fans are reminded of the Champions of Character core components at each varsity athletic event.

Sources

Faculty Training (2018)
2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 4)
Champions of Character
Course Substitution-Major-Minor
Employee-handbook
Employee-handbook (page number 27)
Employment Opportunities_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use (page number 21)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use (page number 27)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use (page number 28)
FERPA notification_ma
FERPA_Benedictine College_ma
FERPA_Benedictine College_ma (page number 3)
FERPA_Confidentiality of Records (Full Course)_ma
Fraud and Ethics Hotline
Resources_Benedictine College_ma
Student Complaint and Grievance Policy
Summary of Reported Instances of Academic Misconduct
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2.B - Core Component 2.B

The institution presents itself clearly and completely to its students and to the public with regard to
its programs, requirements, faculty and staff, costs to students, control, and accreditation
relationships.

Argument

Benedictine College works diligently to communicate clearly, accurately, and completely, primarily
through the College website (one evidence document split in two), which, in addition to temporal
information, posts links to stable documents, such as the Catalog, handbooks, and admissions
information. Students and the public can easily locate extensive information describing activities,
programs, academic requirements, faculty and staff, costs to students, accreditation relationships
(e.g., HLC, ABET – Engineering, general consumer information and others) on the College website. 

The Office of Marketing and Communications monitors all published information for
consistency and accuracy. In addition to the College website, College activities may be posted
on social media including Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Instagram, Snapchat, and YouTube.
The College’s Web Administrator and the Director of Marketing & Communications
frequently update the College website to provide current and accurate information for both
internal and external constituencies.
Recruiting materials accurately describe College special supra-programs and offerings,
including details about Admission and how financial aid is awarded.
The Financial Aid webpage provides information on the FAFSA, work-study programs, grants,
available scholarships, and loans. The federally-mandated “Net Price Calculator” allows
students and parents to identify the funding they qualify for and to calculate their expected out-
of-pocket cost. 
The College Catalog, on the College website, describes academic requirements for graduation
for undergraduates (p. 51), departmental majors (p. 68 and following) and individual courses
(p. 202 and following). 
The Benedictine College Student Handbook, posted on the College website, describes policies
regulating student behavior, disciplinary procedures for infractions, and grievance policies.
This Handbook also outlines co-curricular activities, including Student Government, Residence
Hall Government, and the criteria for official recognition of student clubs and organizations.
The student portal, RavenZone, provides links to allow students to accept financial aid
packages, pay bills, register for classes, and many other useful links.
Course schedules for the current term are available on the College website.

Benedictine College communicates with external constituencies in various ways, including through
the College’s public relations and annual reporting materials, website, contractual agreements,
professional interactions, email, direct mail, and the alumni website.

Sources

2019_HomeschoolCollegeTips_FINAL
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2019-20_ProgramsofDistinction_FTP2_Part_1_ma
2019-20_ProgramsofDistinction_FTP2_Part_2_ma
2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 51)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 68)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 202)
Accreditation_Benedictine College
Admissions webpage
BC Student Handbook 19-20
BC__webpage_p_1_ma
BC_Snapchat
BC_webpage_p_2_ma
Benedictine College_ www_linkedin_com
Benedictine College_(@benedictineks)_www_instagram_com
Benedictine College_www_facebook_com
BenedictineCollege_YouTube_www_youtube_com
Consumer Information_BC
FAFSA_ma
FBenedictine College (@BenedictineKS)_Twitter_twitter_com
Financial aid page_ma
Net Price Calculator_ma
RavenZone
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2.C - Core Component 2.C

The governing board of the institution is sufficiently autonomous to make decisions in the best
interest of the institution and to assure its integrity.

1. The governing board’s deliberations reflect priorities to preserve and enhance the institution.
2. The governing board reviews and considers the reasonable and relevant interests of the

institution’s internal and external constituencies during its decision-making deliberations.
3. The governing board preserves its independence from undue influence on the part of donors,

elected officials, ownership interests or other external parties when such influence would not be
in the best interest of the institution.

4. The governing board delegates day-to-day management of the institution to the administration
and expects the faculty to oversee academic matters.

Argument

2.C.1 Board deliberations reflect priorities to preserve and enhance College

The College’s governing board (henceforth, the Board of Directors) is committed to supporting the
Mission of the College through programs, activities, and personnel. The Board of Directors derives
its authority from the two founding and sponsoring communities, the monks at St. Benedict’s Abbey
and the sisters of Mount St. Scholastica. The Articles of Incorporation describe the relevant interests
and constituencies of the College as well as the relationship between the College and its two
sponsoring communities, St. Benedict’s Abbey, and Mount St. Scholastica monastery. The structure
of the Board supports the integrity of its oversight of the College and ethical decision-making.

The Board of Directors is comprised of three classes of members: 

3 monks from the Abbey, including the Abbot
3 sisters from the Mount, including the Prioress
up to 29 lay members  

This Board of Directors makes all delegated decisions regarding the College, including future
direction, hiring/firing of the President, borrowing funds, budget matters, and oversight of all
operational functions of the College. At any meeting of the Board of Directors, a majority of the
members of each class of the Board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, unless a
greater number for action on a particular matter is required by law, the Articles of Incorporation, or
the Bylaws (p. 7). 

Evidence of the Board of Directors’ commitment to the Mission is apparent in how the Board has
participated in strategic planning processes (see 1.A.1, development of Benedictine 2020 strategic
plan) and reflection as members consider and form decisions regarding budget deliberations, tenure
and promotion of faculty, approval of new academic programs, and construction and renovation of
facilities.

The Board of Directors regularly participates in strategic, financial, and operational planning
processes led by the President and management team. The Board votes on all recommendations for
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faculty tenure and promotion, ensuring their participation in staffing the College. The Board also
votes on any new academic programs offered, thereby ensuring their involvement in the growth and
improvement of College programs. All final decisions regarding capital projects and related
financing rest with the Board.

Whereas rigorous processes govern faculty and staff matters, most of which are resolved by faculty
and/or administrative, if unusual circumstances require Board of Directors’ involvement, such as
appeals from faculty disciplinary hearings (p. 28), then documented procedures permit the Board to
reach final decisions on behalf of the College without undue influence from third parties.

2.C.2  Board reviews and considers reasonable and relevant interests of internal and external
constituencies in making decisions. 

The Board of Directors gathers input from internal and external constituencies in a variety of ways:

The interests of the sponsoring communities are considered by the structure of the Board.
The Academic Affairs committee meets with the Dean's Council (composed of senior academic
leadership from across the College) at least once a year, but generally once a semester.
The Student Affairs committee meets with student leaders prior to its October meeting.
Other committees of the Board meet regularly with appropriate staff (e.g. the Director of
Operations meets with the Buildings and Grounds committee, the Controller and CFO meet
with the Finance Committee).
The College has a practice (although not a policy) of having one Board seat designated for a
representative of the Archdiocese of Kansas City in Kansas. Dr. Kathy O'Hara, the
Superintendent of Catholic Schools for the Archdiocese, held that seat until her retirement in
June 2019. A replacement has not yet been determined.
The College also has a practice of having at least one lay resident of the city of Atchison on the
Board.
Board membership includes both alumni and non-alumni.

2.C.3 Board preserves its independence from undue influence from external parties

While the Board of Directors is attuned to the sentiments of the various constituencies it serves, and
strives to respond appropriately to their needs and preferences, the Board remains autonomous in
making decisions to preserve the integrity of the institution. The Board’s structure, including the
three categories of members, supports its independence from undue influences and safeguards the
integrity of decisions by requiring consent from three types of members for decisions. Additionally,
the College Bylaws (p. 8) and policies, which delineate activities of the Board, enforce its
independence through an abstention policy requiring members to abstain from voting when they
might have a personal or professional conflict of interest with a particular decision. For example, a
Board member would abstain on a vote about a loan from a financial institution where they are
employed, have interest, or serve in an advising capacity.

2.C.4 Board delegates day-to-day managements of College and expects faculty to oversee
academic matters.

Benedictine College maintains a clear assignment of duties for the Board of Directors, President, and
faculty with regard to administrative and academic matters. The College Bylaws and Faculty
Handbook indicate the roles for various entities. The duties of the Board and the responsibilities of
the administration, including the President, are outlined in the College Bylaws and
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the Faculty Handbook. Faculty management of academic affairs is described in the Faculty
Handbook. These documents describe delegation of responsibilities as well as cases where the Board,
administration, and faculty collaborate to oversee and administer College programs.

The Board and faculty share responsibility for new academic programs. For example, when
faculty propose a new major, the proposal navigates through faculty committees, to the Dean of
the College, and finally to the Board for final approval. Successful implementations of new
majors in recent years include the addition of the Architecture major in 2016.

In addition to the faculty’s responsibility to maintain a rigorous, liberal arts academic program,
there are three types of programmatic changes the faculty governs:

The faculty may approve substantial revisions to existing academic requirements. For
example, in 2016-2017, the faculty inquired about the mathematics knowledge/
confidence of graduates and was disappointed with the findings. In response, the
Curriculum Committee worked with the Mathematics Department to develop a new
Mathematical Reasoning Foundation requirement, which replaced the former, less
rigorous, Quantitative Analysis Skills & Perspective requirement. The faculty reviewed
and approved the proposal, and the new requirement was activated for freshmen
beginning Fall 2018. 
In another case, in 2017-2018, the faculty led a revision to the BC Experience course
(GNST-1000), which is a required course for freshmen during their first semester at the
College. The revised course, offered in 2018, acquaints students with the Benedictine
Values through selected readings and writing assignments.
The faculty may approve criteria for non-major programs. For example, faculty oversee
the College Honors Program.
Faculty oversee interdisciplinary efforts, including the College’s robust Discovery
Program, which engages students and faculty in a variety of research studies and
presentations. (See 3.B.5 for full description of the Discovery Program.) Another
example of collaborations among faculty is the Martin Luther King, Jr, seminar series.

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 150)
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION[1]
Board meeting budget-IT-faciltites June 2019
Board meeting rank and tenure - February 2016
BYLAWS
BYLAWS (page number 3)
BYLAWS (page number 7)
BYLAWS (page number 8)
BYLAWS (page number 11)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 6)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 28)
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2.D - Core Component 2.D

The institution is committed to freedom of expression and the pursuit of truth in teaching and
learning.

Argument

Benedictine College is committed to freedom of expression and the pursuit of truth. This
commitment is articulated in a number of places:

The Mission of the College states that it must, “guide students to refine their capacity for the
pursuit and acquisition of truth…” As such, Benedictine College specifically protects the
College’s faculty and students from inappropriate pressures and harassment regarding the
pursuit of truth in teaching and learning. 
The College’s Academic Freedom Policy states, “In their teaching and research, faculty
members should be guided by the search for knowledge and truth,” and not by other
influences. This policy explicitly protects the academic freedom rights of both students and
faculty.  
Additionally, faculty may obtain tenure, which protects the faculty member’s academic
freedom. 
Complaints against the right to academic freedom and pursuit of truth are filed as
grievances with the Faculty Grievance Committee for faculty and with the Associate
Dean for students. No complaints have been filed in this regard during this most recent cycle.
The Student Handbook (p. 97) describes the institutional commitment to the pursuit of truth
and academic freedom as it applies to student life.

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 8)
BC Student Handbook 19-20
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 73)
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 104)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 12)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 27)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 28)
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2.E - Core Component 2.E

The institution’s policies and procedures call for responsible acquisition, discovery and application of
knowledge by its faculty, students and staff.

1. The institution provides effective oversight and support services to ensure the integrity of
research and scholarly practice conducted by its faculty, staff, and students.

2. Students are offered guidance in the ethical use of information resources.
3. The institution has and enforces policies on academic honesty and integrity.

Argument

2.E.1 Provide oversight and support to insure integrity of research and scholarly practice by
faculty, staff, students.

Benedictine College endeavors to maintain integrity throughout the College. Relevant processes are
outlined for faculty, staff, and students and include the following:

The College’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) oversees the ethical conduct of research with
human participants (IRB Guidelines) to protect the rights, well-being, and personal privacy of
individuals used as human subjects of research. 
Research projects conducted at the College, whether by faculty, students, or collaborations,
must secure IRB approval or exemption status before collecting any data. The IRB application
requires researchers to describe their studies, their subjects, and the treatment of subjects, as
well as supply a copy of informed consent statements, thereby preserving the integrity of
research and scholarly practices among students and faculty. All of this information is
available online for easy access to students, faculty, and others.

2.E.2 Students have guidance in ethical use of information resources

Both students and faculty are assisted in understanding and applying the complex rules governing
intellectual property in the educational context through an institutional intellectual property policy
(p. 54), and guides prepared by the library on copyright, works in the public domain, and fair use of
materials in the educational setting.  

The academic misconduct policy (2.E.3) is an explicit focus of instruction in the required English
Composition course. 

2.E.3 Has and enforces policies on academic honesty and integrity

The College maintains and enforces an academic misconduct policy to ensure that students
understand the expectations for originality and acknowledgement of sources in their scholarly work.
The Associate Dean reviews academic misconduct reports; students’ appeals; and the sanctions
imposed. This policy is routinely included on all course syllabi. The College subscribes to
Turnitin(TM) and has the Safe Assign(TM) module as part of its Blackboard subscription. Both tools
are used to increase students’ and faculty's awareness of potential violations of the norms of academic
discourse.  
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Sources

Academic Misconduct_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 54)
IRB screenshot_ma
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2.S - Criterion 2 - Summary

The institution acts with integrity; its conduct is ethical and responsible.

Summary

The institution acts with integrity; its conduct is ethical and responsible.

Strengths

1. Benedictine College is committed to displaying integrity and acting ethically in every aspect of
its policies and processes from the Board of Directors, to the administration, faculty, staff, and
its students.

2. Benedictine operates using ethical and responsible behavior regarding its financial activities.
3. Benedictine endeavors to treat all people, employees, students, and visitors, with respect and

fairness.
4. The College communicates information regarding programs, requirements, costs,

accreditation, and other consumer information clearly and accurately to students, faculty, staff,
and the public through a variety of ways including the College website and the student portal,
RavenZone.

5. The Board of Directors is committed to preserving and enhancing the College. This is clearly
illustrated in the recent strategic plan, “Benedictine 2020: A Vision for Greatness.” 

6. The independence of the Board from external pressure is maintained by the structure of the
Board, especially through its three class structure.

7. The day-to-day management of the College is clearly delineated to the President,
administration, and faculty in the College Bylaws and Faculty Handbook.

8. Benedictine is committed to freedom of expression and pursuit of truth as stated in the Mission
of the College and in the Academic Freedom Policy.

9. The College’s Institutional Review Board oversees the ethical conduct of research with human
participants and protects their rights.

10. The College has and enforces an academic misconduct policy.

Challenges and Actions

1. Maintaining the appropriate balance between Board, administration, and faculty roles in
setting strategic priorities and initiatives requires ongoing attention. A variety of options for
enhancing contact between the faculty and the Board have been tried over the years. Currently
the primary formal interaction between the faculty and the Board are once-a-semester meetings
between the Chair of the Board, the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board,
and the Dean’s Council. These meetings are valuable and productive, but are currently not part
of the formal meeting structure of the Board. They are scheduled based on the availability of
the Board members during the meeting time of the Dean’s Council. As the College moves to
make communication at all levels more structured and institutionalized, it is appropriate to
consider formalizing this meeting. 

2. In any College committed to a religiously-based mission, maintaining the balance between
commitment to the truths inherent in the faith and traditional notions of academic freedom is
an ongoing challenge. The College community needs to continue engaging this issue to
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maintain this balance. 
3. The nature of academic misconduct, and the appropriate response to it, is an area that requires

maintaining dialogue that has been ongoing for a number of years to ensure a consistent
response across the institution. In any situation requiring prudential judgment, some
disagreement is inevitable, but it is still important for the College to continue to monitor the
interpretation of the misconduct policy so that students and faculty have a knowable standard
of academic misconduct.   

Sources

Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma
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3 - Teaching and Learning: Quality, Resources, and Support

The institution provides high quality education, wherever and however its offerings are delivered.

3.A - Core Component 3.A

The institution’s degree programs are appropriate to higher education.

1. Courses and programs are current and require levels of performance by students appropriate to
the degree or certificate awarded.

2. The institution articulates and differentiates learning goals for undergraduate, graduate, post-
baccalaureate, post-graduate, and certificate programs.

3. The institution’s program quality and learning goals are consistent across all modes of delivery
and all locations (on the main campus, at additional locations, by distance delivery, as dual
credit, through contractual or consortial arrangements, or any other modality).

Argument

Benedictine College offers five baccalaureate degrees comprising 49 majors and 33 minors. Three
graduate degrees, Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of Arts in School Leadership
(MASL), and Master of Arts in Education are also offered.

3.A.1 Courses and programs are current and have appropriate performance requirements

The College verifies the currency and performance level requirements for its courses and programs,
including:

Monitoring student performance on required senior comprehensive exams. Many departments
make use of nationally standardized exams, which are aligned with current disciplinary
standards and expectations.
Compliance with accreditation standards for programs pursuing specialized accreditation:

o   Engineering: Mechanical, Chemical, Civil: accredited by ABET
o  Chemistry and Biochemistry: accredited by the American Chemical Society
o   Education: approval by the Kansas State Department of Education
o   Music: accredited by National Association of Schools of Music
o   Nursing: accredited by the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Educators (CCNE);
approved by the Kansas State Board of Nursing (KSBN)

Certain departments have chosen to not pursue full program accreditation, but nevertheless
consult guidelines set by relevant accrediting agencies when considering policy and
curriculum. For example, the Journalism & Mass Communications Department adheres to the
Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communications standards and
the Computer Science Department modeled its new B.S. in Computer Science major according
to SIGCSE (Special Interest Group of Computer Science Educators) as well as ABET
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recommendations.
Some departments, including Engineering, Education, and Nursing, have established external,
professional advisory boards who regularly review programs and provide guidance.
The College regularly reviews student performance and program curricula as part of the
assessment program review process, as articulated in Criterion 4.

3.A.2   Learning goals for undergraduate and graduate programs

Undergraduate students are required to complete at least 128 credit hours, fulfill all general
education requirements of the College, complete at least 40 hours of upper-division course work, and
maintain at least a 2.0 grade point average both overall and in their major. Student progress in
fulfilling degree requirements (both of their major program and of the general education
requirements) is monitored via the College student information system software, Colleague by
Ellucian. This progress is displayed for students and advisors via the “student self service” portal,
and provides students, advisors, and the Registrar’s Office clear indication of the progress toward
graduation.

The general education program is based on overarching themes, drawn directly from the Mission
statement of the College. Each of the components of the general education program fits into one of
these overarching themes, and has learning goals that were reviewed and approved by the faculty as a
whole. Program goals are articulated for each undergraduate major program by the department in
which the program is offered as part of its departmental assessment plan.

Graduate programs require a minimum of 32 credit hours for degree completion. Education graduate
programs also meet licensure standards and are approved by the Kansas State Board of Education.

Graduate program learning goals for MBA, MASL, and MEd w/ ESOL are developed by their
respective departments and reviewed by the Graduate Studies Committee.

The Master of Arts in School Leadership (MASL) prepares students for licensure in K-12
leadership and was approved by KSDE in the last accreditation cycle.
The Master of Education (MEd w/ESOL) with specialty in English as a Second Language
prepares for the ESOL license and was approved by KSDE in the last accreditation cycle.

Benedictine College does not offer any certificate programs.

3.A.3   Consistency of program quality and learning goals across all modes of delivery and
locations

Benedictine maintains program quality and learning goals consistent across all modes of delivery and
at all locations. Quality and learning goals of on-campus programs are maintained by the
course/program approval process and the departmental assessment process.

Study in Florence, Italy. The College operates a study-abroad program in Florence, Italy. The
consistency of program quality is maintained by oversight from the College’s Director of Study
Abroad, the College’s Assessment Committee, and the Dean of the College. The program
operates with a domestic Benedictine College faculty member in residence each semester,
teaching a course in his/her discipline and a one-credit class, GNST-3000, International Study
Reflection and Practicum, for which students write responses to journal prompts that guide
students to reflect on aspects of their experience abroad that are relevant to the program’s
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overarching goals. Additional courses in Italian and in Florentine History and Culture, are
supplied by local adjunct instructors. Syllabi and learning goals are vetted by home campus
faculty in relevant disciplines.

Advanced College Credit (ACC). The program quality of the College’s advanced dual credit
(ACC) courses is maintained by review of syllabi by the ACC coordinator and the department
chair of the relevant department to make certain that the learning goals, instructional activities,
and course outcomes align with the course as it is taught at the Benedictine College campus.
Faculty credentials are described in 3.C.

Kansas City Campus. The College offers graduate Education courses at a location in Roeland
Park, Kansas. These courses are overseen by the Education Department and the Graduate
Studies Committee. All courses offered there are of the same content and caliber as offered on
the Atchison campus and most are taught by the same faculty as teach on the Atchison campus,
with courses taught one year in Atchison and the next year in Roeland Park.

Distance Education. The College is currently authorized to offer distance education courses
and one full distance program (MBA). The residential pillar of our mission encourages an
emphasis on classroom-based, face-to-face education. At the same time, however, we recognize
that students have needs that in some cases can best be met by distance-based education. We
have sought to balance these needs by maintaining the vast majority of our offerings on
campus, in face-to-face classrooms, while providing a limited number of distance based
options.  

o At the undergraduate level, virtually all of the distance education offerings are summer
courses that are comparable (in terms of syllabi, learning goals, student requirements, and
workload) to the course as offered during the regular academic year. Summer course syllabi are
reviewed by the Associate Dean to ensure that they contain equivalent course objectives,
learning activities, workload, and expectations as regular semester courses. Before Summer
2015, the faculty implemented a policy allowing variable-length summer sessions and limiting
the number of credit hours students could attempt in a given time period via summer distance
education. This policy was implemented in order to support the maintenance of equivalent
academic standards as full-semester, face-to-face delivery of content. At the current time, less
than 20 online summer courses a year are offered.

o   The College participates in a collaborative relationship with the University of North Dakota
(UND) in its Engineering program. Students who participate in this program take distance-
based courses from UND as part of the Benedictine College Engineering program. Engineering
faculty approve these courses and serve as supplemental instructors for them. The consistency
of these courses with Benedictine College learning goals is monitored not only through this
faculty participation, but also through adherence by both programs to ABET standards for
engineering education. 

o   The College offers students access to a limited number of distance-based courses via
participation (through the Kansas Independent College Association and the Council of
Independent Colleges Consortial Agreements) in the College Consortium. Before being made
available as consortial offerings for Benedictine College students, courses are evaluated by the
department chair of the relevant department and reviewed by the Registrar’s Office for
consistency with Benedictine College offerings. These courses are currently available to
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students in summer or winter terms outside the traditional academic year.  

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 49)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 51)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 61)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 65)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 120)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 125)
3aA_CS documentation
ABET_Engineering_Accreditation_Commission
ACC Sample Contract 2018_19
BC_MOU_August_31_09
BC_UND
CCNE_Nursing_accreditation
Chemistry accreditation
CIC 6_20_2019 Consortium Webinar Slides
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 37)
Faculty Meeting Minutes 2_11_14
Faculty Meeting Minutes 2_11_14 (page number 2)
Florence
Florence Department Assessment Plan 6_29_17
KICA consortium screenshot
KSBN_approval
KSDE approval Education
Majors_Senior Comps
MBA_Courses_Benedictine College
NASM_2010_Approval
uDaH8vPN.pdf
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3.B - Core Component 3.B

The institution demonstrates that the exercise of intellectual inquiry and the acquisition, application,
and integration of broad learning and skills are integral to its educational programs.

1. The general education program is appropriate to the mission, educational offerings, and degree
levels of the institution.

2. The institution articulates the purposes, content, and intended learning outcomes of its
undergraduate general education requirements. The program of general education is grounded
in a philosophy or framework developed by the institution or adopted from an established
framework. It imparts broad knowledge and intellectual concepts to students and develops
skills and attitudes that the institution believes every college-educated person should possess.

3. Every degree program offered by the institution engages students in collecting, analyzing, and
communicating information; in mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; and in
developing skills adaptable to changing environments.

4. The education offered by the institution recognizes the human and cultural diversity of the
world in which students live and work.

5. The faculty and students contribute to scholarship, creative work, and the discovery of
knowledge to the extent appropriate to their programs and the institution’s mission.

Argument

3.B.1 General education program appropriate to mission, educational offerings, degree level

The Mission of Benedictine College describes three purposes of a liberal arts education: (1) the
pursuit and acquisition of truth, (2) to appreciate the major achievements in thought and culture,
and (3) to understand the principles that sound theoretical and practical judgment require. 

Benedictine is dedicated to providing a liberal arts education by means of academic programs based
on a core of general education courses. This general education program is built on this framework of
the three purposes of a liberal arts education. This program requires students to complete 57 credit
hours of general education (although some general education courses are also applicable to various
majors). The general education program, is designed to ensure each student benefits from the liberal
arts nature of the College, regardless of the major he/she pursues.

3.B.2 Articulation of General Education Program Requirements

The Benedictine College general education program requirements are best summarized in a chart.
The three purposes mentioned in 3.B.1 provide a framework for the general education program,
where each purpose becomes a theme as described by broad Thematic Learning Goals, and more
specific General Education Goals (GEGs). Students engage with the thematic goals and GEGs
through three categories of course offerings, each of which satisfies one or more general education
goals.

1. Core courses are required of all students, introducing fundamental skills for college success or
course content that distinctively conveys the Mission of the College. 
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2. Foundations courses offer the students a menu of choices, but directs students to take courses
that introduce them to a broad base of content and methods associated with the liberal arts
disciplines. 

3. Skills and Perspectives emphasize application and context for the skill and knowledge
developed through the general education curriculum.

The Curriculum Committee approves and revalidates the general education program requirements.
A more detailed discussion of the general education curriculum is found in the Catalog.

3.B.3 Engagement of students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating information; in
mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; and in developing skills adaptable to changing
environment

• The general education program provides a baseline of engagement in the collection, analysis, and
communication of information; students develop their baseline skills as they pursue their major
programs and degree requirements. For example, English Composition (a core course) requires every
student to complete a research paper to ensure that they are introduced to college-level research.
These students select a topic, use library and web-based resources to gather information, and report
on their findings. Throughout this process, they learn about grammar, style, and ethical writing
practices, in addition to deepening their knowledge of their topic. Most importantly they learn the
value of studying and relying on what other scholars have documented to appreciate and understand
the world. 

• The general education program also requires students to master modes of inquiry and analysis
inherent in various approaches to knowledge, including the scientific method, mathematical
reasoning, philosophical analysis, and empirical analysis of contemporary issues. Each method of
inquiry and analysis awakens students’ rational thinking and offers experiences to apply analytic
processes including textual, rhetorical, and historical analytic techniques; quantitative analytical
techniques, including measurement, graphs, mathematical models, and software applications; and
other available tools for exploring phenomena and documenting observations. 

• As part of the general education program, students must take classes which have a significant focus
on teaching written, visual, and oral communication skills. These skills are further developed and
applied within a student’s major field of study.

3.B.4 Human and cultural diversity

The general education program as a whole introduces students to view the world in various ways that
are embedded in cultural and faith traditions. In addition to these implicit opportunities for students
to engage with cultural diversity, the College explicitly directs students to attend to issues of diversity
by requiring all students to complete both a “western perspective” and a “global perspective” course
requirement. In these courses, students engage with the role of culture and its influence on
understanding and interpreting natural and human phenomena. Additionally, as discussed in
Criterion 1, each department at the College articulates the ways in which its major programs prepare
students to encounter human diversity throughout their lives.

3.B.5 Scholarship, creative work, and the discovery of knowledge

Benedictine College supports faculty and student scholarship, creative work, and the discovery of
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knowledge in alignment with our Mission.

Benedictine faculty meet high expectations for excellence in teaching and to pursue research,
scholarship and/or creative activity. As discussed in Criterion 3.C.3, scholarly or professional
activity is a criterion for tenure and promotion.

The College supports faculty research and scholarship through its commitment to a sabbatical
leave program. In the past three academic years (2016-2019), the College has granted nine
sabbaticals.

The College provides funding for faculty to present or participate in professional meetings and
conferences and has separate dedicated funding for the presentation of student-faculty
collaborative research. In the past four academic years (2016-2019) the College has spent, on
average, $49,975 per year in faculty development funding

Although Benedictine College is a teaching-focused institution, nevertheless the faculty remain
active, productive, and distinguished researchers, scholars, and artists. An exhaustive listing of
faculty scholarship is impractical, but some illustrative highlights include:

o Between 2016-2019, 11 current faculty members published books; 5 faculty members
edited books. 

o Dr. John Romano, History Department Chair, was awarded one of the 29 prestigious
Rome Prizes for 2018-2019 academic year. 

o Many faculty have written scholarly articles; at least two have received special recognition
from their respective professional organizations:

o Dr. Virginia Winder, of the Biology Department, received the 2016 Wildlife
Publications Award for Outstanding Article from The Wildlife Society at their annual
conference in Raleigh, North Carolina, in 2017. 
o Dr. Matthew Ramsey, of the Education Department, was co-author of “What We
Don’t Know Can’t Hurt Us? Equity Consequences of Financing Special Education on
the Untested Assumptions of Uniform Needs” (one evidence document split in two),
which was named 2012 Publication of the Year by the Journal of Education Finance. 

o Science and engineering faculty have developed innovations that were granted patents.
Particularly noteworthy in this context is Dr. Larry Sutton of the Chemistry & Biochemistry
Department, who has been granted 10 patents within the past few years on promising new
strains of antibiotics to combat drug-resistant bacteria.

o Award-winning creative accomplishments in art, music, and drama include:

o Louis Reilly, of the Art Department, was selected to display his work in Teapot, A
National Juried Exhibition, Jane Hartsook Gallery, New York, NY in 2017.
o Dr. Scott Cox, of the Theatre Arts department, won “Best of Venue” in the 2018
Kansas City Fringe Festival with his one-man play “And God Did Shake the Pear:
Shakespeare for Everyday Life."
o Derek Trautwein, of the Theatre Arts department, was awarded the Mark Edelman
Award for Best New Playwright at the 2019 Kansas City Fringe Festival for writing
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and directing the play Deceit. This competitive award honors and encourages the
development of local playwrights.

Benedictine undergraduates and graduate students collaborate with faculty on scholarship,
creative works, and research. 
One of the premier programs of the College is the Discovery Day program. Discovery projects are
designed to engage students in acquiring skills through the pursuit of intrinsically valued questions
and are distinguished by three learning strategies in particular:

1. Active learning—engaging students experientially in the learning process;
2. Collaborative learning—working with faculty toward common goals; and
3. Creative learning—producing original works and research.

Discovery projects foster collaborative, student-faculty research and culminate in Discovery Day, a
daylong celebration during which classes are cancelled, and students present their results in
individual and panel presentations, poster sessions, and performances, all attended by members of the
community including faculty, students, administrators, and guests. Since 2016-2017, an average of
185 students participated in Discovery Day projects and an average of 56 faculty/staff participated in
Discovery Day as mentors and collaborators. In the course of these three years, every academic
department has sponsored at least one Discovery project.  

The College also provides a budget for competitive awards for these research projects to encourage
student research and collaboration. In the past four academic years (2016-2019), the College has

• Averaged $18,262.50 per year in support for student-faculty research projects.
• Funded 44 Discovery projects, averaging $412.47 per project per year on Discovery grants

Sources
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2019-2020 Catalog (page number 61)
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3.C - Core Component 3.C

The institution has the faculty and staff needed for effective, high-quality programs and student
services.

1. The institution has sufficient numbers and continuity of faculty members to carry out both the
classroom and the non-classroom roles of faculty, including oversight of the curriculum and
expectations for student performance; establishment of academic credentials for instructional
staff; involvement in assessment of student learning.

2. All instructors are appropriately qualified, including those in dual credit, contractual, and
consortial programs.

3. Instructors are evaluated regularly in accordance with established institutional policies and
procedures.

4. The institution has processes and resources for assuring that instructors are current in their
disciplines and adept in their teaching roles; it supports their professional development.

5. Instructors are accessible for student inquiry.
6. Staff members providing student support services, such as tutoring, financial aid advising,

academic advising, and co-curricular activities, are appropriately qualified, trained, and
supported in their professional development.

Argument

3.C.1 Sufficient numbers and continuity of faculty and staff

Benedictine College provides sufficient faculty to carry out its mission. In 2008 as a part of
the strategic planning process, the College established a goal of ensuring a minimum 15/1 student
faculty ratio with at least 90% of the FTE being full-time faculty members. (For example, if the
student body was 1,500, we would need an FTE of 100 faculty, with a minimum of 90 of those being
full-time.) The College has met or exceeded that benchmark in most of the subsequent year. This
current academic year, we have 192 faculty members, of which 116 are full-time and 76 are part-
time. Of the full-time faculty, 88 are tenured or tenure-track, and 25 are non-tenure track. The
average length of years of service for full-time faculty is 8.9 years, ranging from 0 to 51 years, with a
median of 7 years.

Even though the College has consistently met or exceeded its overall student/faculty ratio target,
fluctuations in student demand, the ongoing growth of the College, and the structure of the general
education program have led to some issues with timely student access to courses required to graduate.
To address this issue, the College has recently joined the EAB Academic Performance Solutions
Collaborative, which will provide faculty and academic administrators timely, accurate, benchmarked
data to support proactive decision-making to limit the impact of course bottlenecks on student
program completion.  

Additionally, the College has attempted to free up faculty time to support greater informal and
advising contact between students and faculty, and to allow the faculty to have greater ability to
engage in research. Initiatives include establishing an "undergraduate assistant" program to allow
departments to hire exceptionally qualified undergraduate assistants to engage in higher-level
projects than traditional work-study students are asked to undertake and hiring grant-writing firms to
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assist faculty and the College in obtaining external support for research and other projects. Our
experience with the grant writing firms was not satisfactory, but it did surface faculty members
willing and interested in developing their grant writing skills.  

3.C.2 Faculty and instructor qualifications

In our overall faculty, 82% have a terminal degree; 17% do not have a terminal degree but have an
advanced degree appropriate to their discipline. Considering all faculty, including adjuncts and ACC
faculty, 59% have a terminal degree, 18% have an advanced degree appropriate to their discipline,
and 4% have a bachelor's degree. All faculty have professional or experiential qualifications
consistent with established policy.

Faculty teaching at the level of Instructor must have at least a master’s degree or the
appropriate degree required for teaching in certain technical or professional fields.
Faculty at the Assistant Professor rank must have at least a master’s degree or the appropriate
degree required for teaching in certain technical or professional fields and highly desire the
possession of an earned doctorate or possession of multiple Master’s degrees.
Faculty at the Associate Professor rank should have an earned doctorate or a terminal degree.
In exceptional cases, scholarly research or comparable form of professional achievement may
replace this requirement.
Those at the rank of Professor would have the same requirements as at the rank of Associate
Professor regarding education.

The Faculty Handbook details the additional requirements for scholarship and service to the
community.

The College has 13 faculty teaching in the advanced dual credit program at four different locations.
All of these faculty met the minimum requirement of having at least a master’s degree with a
minimum of 18 graduate hours in the subject area they were teaching or a master's degree and the
experiential qualifications consistent with the established policy stated above.

3.C.3 Faculty and instructor evaluation

In 2013, the College adopted a new method for review of tenure-track faculty. While retaining
the existing criteria as outlined in the Faculty Handbook (teaching excellence, scholarship,
advising effectiveness, effectiveness in administration, and engagement in the life of the
College), the process was fundamentally refocused. Rather than simply requiring the
production of specific documents (e.g., student evaluations, peer reviews), the process focused
on the construction of a portfolio in which the faculty member being reviewed engaged with
and reflected on the various pieces of evidence. This evidence includes some materials
commonly considered by the Rank and Tenure Committee, as well as some additional forms of
evidence developed for this new process. The faculty member being reviewed constructs an
argument regarding his/her success or need for improvement in each of the categories of
evaluation. The revised process requires faculty on the tenure track to compile a first-year,
mid-point, and final portfolio, each of which addresses the feedback they have received from
classroom visits by their colleagues, their department chair, and the Dean; a materials review
by a colleague (review of all materials for a selected course, including the syllabus,
assignments, and projects); and their reflections based on required visits to colleagues’ classes.
The revised process has promoted a collegial atmosphere of faculty learning from each other to
provide high quality, engaging opportunities for students.
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As faculty apply for tenure and promotion, they are required to reflect on and write about their
responses to a variety of data, including student evaluations (IDEA (TM)), peer observations,
peer materials reviews, and feedback they have received from their department chair and the
Dean. A series of three applications each include discussions of the faculty member’s response
to feedback and progress in (1) teaching effectiveness, (2) scholarship (3) advising and
counseling effectiveness, (4) effectiveness in administration, and (5) engagement in the life of
the College and community. The Dean with the Rank and Tenure Committee encourage faculty
to honestly report their journey as reflective practitioners.

Non-tenured faculty are also evaluated annually in two additional ways. First, their teaching is
observed by another faculty member and the department chair each year. The reviewer provides
a narrative report of the observation, noting strengths and areas of improvement. Second,
their course materials, projects and exams are reviewed each semester by another faculty
member. The reviewer completes the Course Materials Evaluation rubric, noting strengths and
areas for improvement. Faculty are highly engaged in both types of reviews, as all parties give
and receive helpful feedback and ideas for improving the quality of instruction.

All full-time faculty, regardless of tenure status or rank, complete a self-evaluation
annually (FAR), solicit evaluations from their students at least once a year (each semester for
those on the tenure-track) and are evaluated by their department chair.

3.C.4 Faculty currency and professional development

Currency. All faculty are required to remain current in their disciplines and demonstrate their
currency in their teaching, scholarship, and service. To this end, Benedictine College faculty supply
annual self-reports, and department chairs annually evaluate each faculty member in their
department.

All faculty reflect on and write a Faculty Annual Review (FAR) in May/June and submit this to
their department chair and the Dean. In this review, each faculty member responds to how and
to what extent he/she has achieved the goals drafted the previous year, including at least one
goal for teaching effectiveness, one goal for scholarship, and one goal for service. In the
discussion of their progress, the faculty member describes the steps s/he has taken to remain
current in their discipline as teachers, scholars, and servants, which may include self-study,
conference attendance, conference presentations, or publications. This discussion unveils the
faculty member’s assessment of his/her progress, which leads to the last section of the FAR,
where faculty develop goals for the next academic year.

Each faculty member is annually evaluated by his/her department chair, who describes the
faculty member’s teaching effectiveness, scholarship, and service as they are observed in the
department and on campus. These reviews are submitted each summer to the Dean, who
considers this information to inform rank and tenure recommendations, to support decisions
regarding course offerings and program development, and to serve as a basis for appropriate
formative and substantive feedback to faculty members.

Professional development occurs in a variety of ways, including whole-faculty workshops, small
group studies, and individually-directed learning. The entire faculty gather for workshops twice per
year, where sessions address themes relevant to all departments and units, including pedagogical,
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technological, and student-level issues.

The College established the Center for Teaching Excellence in 2010 to assist faculty in supporting
and improving their teaching effectiveness through a variety of activities. Since August 2013, the
Center has sponsored 42 Teaching Circles sessions with a total attendance of approximately 250
(non-unique) faculty members from all academic departments, including administrative offices.

The Center for Teaching Excellence sponsored Dr. Mark W. Roche in 2015 and Dr. Michael
Drout in 2016 to generate college-wide discussion focusing on liberal-arts education.

The Center provided books for five faculty book clubs, as well as a subscription to Magna
Commons, an online service providing multiple resources for faculty.

In order to promote collaboration among faculty, the Center for Teaching Excellence has
supported a total of 50 Faculty Fellows from 18 different disciplines at an annual teaching
workshop. Faculty Fellows meet to share ideas as each fellow embarks on major course
revisions or new course development. Three primary goals for the initiative focused around the
idea of creating a small collaborative group of faculty interested in improving their teaching
and, most importantly, student learning outcomes.

1. The complete redesign or development of a course, not just one where something extra
has been added. 
2. A redesign that explores pedagogical discovery. The focus should be on teaching, not
content. 
3. The willingness to discuss ideas and share your discoveries with other Faculty Fellows
during the academic year.

Faculty submit a proposal of an initiative. Faculty selected to participate in the program commit
to attend a three-day on-campus workshop, participate in a collaborative discussion with other
Faculty Fellows, implement the course redesign in the following academic year, record
discoveries and insights, and present the findings to the Benedictine faculty. To date,
21 courses have been developed or redesigned by Faculty Fellows (Revised course sample 1
and sample 2 provided).

Individual professional learning is encouraged through support for travel to professional meetings
and support for the acquisition of books and materials to enhance professional success. The Faculty
Development Committee reviews proposals and provide funding for faculty to attend professional
conferences: A maximum of $1200.00 is available for faculty presenting papers or experiencing an
equivalent level of development, $900 for faculty serving as chair or panel monitor for a discussion,
and $750 for faculty simply attending a meeting or conference. Faculty are also permitted to “bank”
their allotted professional development funding from one year and combine it with a subsequent
year’s funding to support travel to more expensive conferences.

3.C.5 Accessibility of instructors for student inquiries

Student-faculty relationships are pivotal to the academic experience at Benedictine College.
The Faculty Handbook requires faculty to be on campus every day that classes are in session,
unless they are excused by the Dean for a particular absence. Faculty are required to list office
hours on their syllabi. Engagement in the life of the College is one of the criteria for tenure.
Recognizing that developing the student/faculty relationship outside the formal academic
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setting increases the willingness of students to approach their instructors with their inquiries,
the College supports this interaction by encouraging faculty attendance at student concerts,
recitals, exhibits, and athletic events. The College provides complimentary drinks in the
College coffee shop for any faculty member accompanied by a student. The College also
provides modest financial support to faculty who invite students to their homes for a meal.
Students consistently name the quality of relationships with faculty as a strength of the
College. 
Benedictine College faculty forge lasting relationships with students (see Question #7). The
Benedictine charism embraces stability as one of its vows. The stability of the founding
communities means that alumni find an ongoing connection with the institution (as well as
long-serving faculty), which continues the relationship well beyond commencement. The newly
established Ravenwalk platform is designed to build on this connection. This will allow current
students and faculty to have ongoing interactions with alumni, to bring their insights and
experiences to bear as faculty endeavor to assist current students with their inquiries.

3.C.6 Qualifications of staff who provide student support services

All staff members who provide student support services have at least a Bachelor’s Degree; 65% have
an advanced degree relative to their position. Furthermore, the institution provides ongoing training
and support for staff to engage in specialized training and development. The College is a member of
the Higher Education client group of the legal firm Husch-Blackwell, which provides in-person and
distance-based training on legal compliance issues relevant to the College.

Some examples of Student Life and Admissions & Financial Aid staff training events attended by
their staff members from 2018-19 include:

Heartland Campus Safety Summit
Husch Blackwell Title IX Foundations Workshop
June 2019 Slate Innovation Summit
December 2019 Federal Student Aid Training Conference
2019 Ellucian Live
2018 Summer Institute, Rocky Mountain Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
Husch Blackwell Annual Higher Education Seminar
Association for Promotion of Campus Activities 

Sources

2018-2019 Common Data Set CDS-I
Admissions and Financial Aid Staff Training 2018-19
Alumni Survey Results 2016 and 2017
Alumni_Connection
Alumni_Connection (page number 2)
Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma
Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma (page number 8)
Course_bottlenecks
CTE_2019_Report
CTE_2019_Report (page number 1)
CTE_2019_Report (page number 6)
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Dept Chair Evaluation
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 7)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 8)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 9)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 10)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 13)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 14)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 15)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 19)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 21)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 48)
Faculty Workshop 2018
Faculty Workshop August 2019
Faculty_Availability
Faculty_Ratio_ma
FAR
FDC Travel Request Form 2018 UPDATED
Jeremy_Sienkiewicz.FF_project
Karen_Wood.FF_project
SSC staff and degrees
Student Life Department Staff Training (002)
Student Life Staff Qualifications and Training
The Raven Walk Networking Platform
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3.D - Core Component 3.D

The institution provides support for student learning and effective teaching.

1. The institution provides student support services suited to the needs of its student populations.
2. The institution provides for learning support and preparatory instruction to address the

academic needs of its students. It has a process for directing entering students to courses and
programs for which the students are adequately prepared.

3. The institution provides academic advising suited to its programs and the needs of its students.
4. The institution provides to students and instructors the infrastructure and resources necessary

to support effective teaching and learning (technological infrastructure, scientific laboratories,
libraries, performance spaces, clinical practice sites, museum collections, as appropriate to the
institution’s offerings).

5. The institution provides to students guidance in the effective use of research and information
resources.

Argument

3.D.1 Supports for student populations

Benedictine College provides student support services to target the needs and preferences of various
student populations.

Benedictine College offers English as a Second Language (ESL) support services for qualifying
students. These students are advised by a faculty member in the World and Classical
Languages and Culture Department. Students participate in courses and are evaluated regularly
on their English proficiency to ensure they are making adequate progress in acquiring
sufficient English skills as they pursue their academic programs.

Benedictine offers dedicated support to new students who are undecided about their major or
who are first generation college students. These students participate in a learning community
with two dedicated faculty who co-teach a unique section of BC Experience--the one-
credit, required, freshman orientation class--for this community. These faculty continue to
advise and mentor these students when they declare a major in order to foster a stable college
experience as they monitor student progress.

Veterans are supported in accordance with their needs as well as an informal group comprising
all military veterans in the Benedictine community, which acquaints veteran students with
faculty and staff veterans throughout the College community.

Athletic programs require students to attend regular study halls. Some teams that travel for
long periods of time offer students opportunities to complete tests in a secure environment
during travel times, which helps students stay up-to-date in their classes. The Athletic Director
and coaches routinely communicate with faculty about athletic absences that may interfere with
class attendance and are responsive to faculty requests that support student academic success.
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Benedictine offers health services to all students, primarily in the form of urgent care and
triage. Health Services nurses update the Student Success Center on students who need to miss
classes and this information is funneled to appropriate faculty, who can then communicate with
such students about class activities and assignments.

Benedictine has a Counseling Center where students may seek help for emotional or mental
health concerns.

Disability services are centralized in the Student Success Center, which assists student in self-
identifying their support requests. After students request services, the Disability Support
Services Coordinator works to document appropriate accommodations. Such accommodations
are then communicated to appropriate faculty.

College Ministry programs provide students many ways to engage with faith and spiritual
growth activities.

Spiritual direction opportunities are provided by members of the sponsoring religious
communities.

The Office of Student Activities sponsors several clubs and organizations for interested
students. A list and brief descriptions of each club or organization resides on the College
website.

3.D.2 Academic and learning supports to meet students’ academic needs.

In order to provide students with a centralized, one stop resource, the Student Success Center houses
four College offices:

1. Career Development (which falls under the Office of Alumni and Career Services)
2. Academic Advising
3. Graduate School Support
4. Disability Services. 

The Student Success Center staff trains and manages the Enrollment Team, which consists of
faculty members who meet each May to enroll incoming freshmen into classes for their first
semester based on data from their high school records, standardized tests, admissions
applications, and expressed preferences, in order to direct them to courses for which they are
adequately prepared. The Student Success Center also advises undecided students and students
admitted on academic probation, trains all new faculty advisors each August, and holds several
training sessions each semester to assist students in course registration.

During freshman orientation, students meet with their academic advisors to review College and
program requirements, incoming credits, and student interest in order to recommend courses
for which the student is adequately prepared.

Academic support services, including testing accommodations are provided by the Student
Success Center (SSC). The SSC provides test proctoring, coordinates campus tutoring, and
arranges appropriate accommodations for students with documented learning, emotional, and
physical disabilities.
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3.D.3 Advising of students regarding academic programs and students’ needs

The Registrar, working with the Student Success Center, assign all new students to an academic
advisor. When possible a student is assigned a faculty-advisor in the major that they hope to pursue
or a faculty knowledgeable in that major. This may not be possible if the faculty in a given area
already have a heavy advising load, if the student needs to have an advisor who is the Disability
Services Coordinator, or for some other reason. Advisors meet one or more times each semester with
their assigned advisees to monitor student progress, advise students on appropriate steps to improve
their progress, and to select and enroll in courses. During the first semesters, typically students focus
on general education requirements. Once a student declares a major, that student is assigned a faculty
academic advisor in the department of their major. These faculty member academic advisors guide
students’ course choices and decisions through to graduation, meeting at least once per semester to
discuss students’ academic progress. If their advisee is on academic probation or warning, has low
grades at 4-week or midterm, the advisor is encouraged to meet more often with the student to
provide encouragement, suggestion, and support.

3.D.4 Infrastructure and resources necessary to support effective teaching and learning

The College maintains sufficient physical infrastructure and resources to support effective teaching
and learning.

New Construction:

In this review cycle, the College built two additional academic resources.

Ferrell Academic Center houses the departments of Business, Education, Philosophy, and
Theology, providing all professors in these departments with new offices and furniture, plus
state-of-the art classroom spaces. Several 40-seat classrooms in this building have white boards
on several walls, a computer and projector with screen, and other connectivity options, such as
Apple TV. This new building also has dedicated student study spaces where students can study
privately or gather in small groups to collaborate. The fourth floor of this building contains the
office of the President, Dean, and CFO, along with the College Board meeting room and
smaller meeting spaces.

Our Lady of Guadalupe Hall houses a women’s dorm and the expanded Student Success
Center. The Student Success Center offers student support services (noted in 3.D.2) as well as
dedicated study space for individuals and groups of students. It is connected by an enclosed
hallway to a newly renovated dining hall.

In 2017, the College built the Daglen Observatory, equipped with an automatic roll-off roof,
functioning control room, and two large telescopes. The two 14-inch telescopes are on
permanent mounts attached to piers that are isolated from the foundation to eliminate
vibration. Faculty and students can operate the computer-controlled telescopes from the
adjacent control room.

Renovations:

A substantial renovation of Westerman Hall added 40,000 square feet of classrooms,
laboratories, and faculty offices, nearly doubling the size of the of the College’s science
building, significantly increased available scientific laboratories, study rooms, and computer
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labs. Westerman Hall houses the departments of Biology, Chemistry & Biochemistry,
Engineering, Mathematics & Computer Science, and Physics & Astronomy. The newly
furnished offices and classrooms have updated technology, movable tables and chairs, and
white boards encircling most of the classrooms and study rooms. There are also several
informal meeting spaces and lounges in Westerman, where students may collaborate and
study. 

Four highly specialized classrooms are supplied with equipment for distance education courses,
complete with two-way monitors, cameras, and audio devices that together allow instructors
and students on- and off-campus to see and hear each other during class meetings.

During this review cycle, the College has ensured that every classroom with 15 or more seats is
equipped with appropriate technology (i.e., computer, projector, screen, audio, Wi-Fi),
furniture, and presentation space (e.g. chalkboards or whiteboards) to support effective
instruction.

At least six productions and shows are held each year in the campus performance venues:
Mabee Theater and the O’Malley-McAllister Auditorium, which were renovated during this
review cycle to better support performances.

In 2012, Bishop Fink Hall was renovated to provide appropriate galleries, art studios, and
practice rooms for the Art and Music departments.

Unique physical resources that support effective teaching and learning:

The Thompson Trading Room in Ferrell Academic Center, specially equipped to support the
effective teaching of Finance and Economics, features a video wall and streaming stock market
ticker, along with a big screen for meetings and academic instruction.

The Nursing Department maintains four specially equipped skills labs, where students practice
hands-on skills they will apply during their assignments at multiple clinical sites across
northeast Kansas and northwest Missouri, and later in their careers.

The College is an All-Steinway campus, maintaining 21 Steinway pianos in performance
venues, practice rooms, and faculty office/lesson spaces.

The Information Technology department has made substantial efforts to enhance campus wide
technology for a growing student body, faculty, and staff.

3.D.5 Guidance provided to students in the effective use of research and information resources

The College provides access to and instruction on the ethical and effective use of documented
research and information through its facilities and classes.

During the academic year, the College Library is open at least 87 hours per week. When
classes are not in session, it is open 45 hours per week. The library has increased its holdings,
especially digital materials. The library subscribes to two e-book collections, Proquest E-book
Central with 147,299 titles and EBSCO’s E-book Academic Complete with over 35,000 titles.
During the recent accreditation cycle, the library has also added access to several JSTOR
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collections, including Music Legacy, Language & Literature, Health & General Sciences, and
Arts & Science I, II, IV, VI, VIII.

Research assistance is available during regular library hours. Students can also request 
assistance via a special email address or an online form available on the library website.

Class presentations by librarians are given at the invitation of professors and instructors.

Multiple avenues provide instruction regarding research and information resources, including
the course Information Literacy, GNST-1100.

In addition, throughout each semester the library periodically presents the one-hour seminar,
Library Basics, that informs students about performing basic research using library resources. 

GNST-1000 (BC Experience), the 1-credit freshman orientation class required of all incoming
freshmen, includes a library orientation component. In Fall 2018, 527 of these students
participated in the “Library Basics” orientation class mentioned above during the 91 sessions
offered.

ENGL-1010, English-Composition, a class required of all students, requires a research paper.

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 137)
All-Steinway School_Benedictine College
Athletic_information
Clubs_organizations
College Ministry_Benedictine College
Counseling Center_Benedictine College
Daglen Observatory_Benedictine College
ENGL1010
Find Your College Major Assessment
GNST 1000_Syllabus_Fall19
GNST1100_Flanagan
IPEDS Data
Library _ Benedictine College
Spiritual Growth_Benedictine College
Student Health Center_Benedictine College
Student Success Center_Benedictine College
Student Success Center_tutoring_disability services_tests
Technology infrastructure
Veterans_meeting
Westerman Groundbreaking
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3.E - Core Component 3.E

The institution fulfills the claims it makes for an enriched educational environment.

1. Co-curricular programs are suited to the institution’s mission and contribute to the educational
experience of its students.

2. The institution demonstrates any claims it makes about contributions to its students’
educational experience by virtue of aspects of its mission, such as research, community
engagement, service learning, religious or spiritual purpose, and economic development.

Argument

3.E.1 Co-curricular programs

Benedictine College engages students in co-curricular programs that support the mission and
contribute to the educational experience. Co-curricular programs and activities provide students
opportunities to engage in inquiry, discovery, academic and personal development; develop
citizenship, leadership, and interpersonal skills; expand their cultural awareness and understanding;
and improve their overall quality of life. Selected examples of co-curricular programs include the
following:

Student Life uses the Benedictine College Family Model for planning, assessing, and evaluating co-
curricular programming. This model was prompted and designed to follow the Letter to Families by
Pope John Paul II, which defined four attributes of the family. All programs offered by the Student
Life Office align with at least one of the four attributes:

community of love (sense of community – 1006 programs)
school of virtue (personal growth - 176 programs)
domestic church (spiritual maturity – 208 programs)
vital cell of society (social responsibility). 

A total of 31,782 individual student-program experiences were tallied during the 2018-2019
academic year. As described in Criterion 4, the Family Model is used as the basis for program
assessment in the Student Life Office.

In addition to Student Life's co-curricular activities, other co-curricular programs include:

Leadership Seminars, which are required for students interested in leadership positions on
campus.
College Ministry Service team engaged 300 students in 1000 hours of service through 44
service projects. 217 students went on mission trips (all Spring '19); 225 students participated
in youth outreach teams to work with high school age students.
NAIA Champions of Character recognition every year since 2005 illustrates the engagement of
varsity student-athletes in the community, both on campus and beyond.
Nearly all academic departments have student clubs or honor societies or both to engage
students outside of class-time.
Several special interest clubs provide additional ways for students to engage in their interests
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and to grow intellectually beyond the classroom.
Hunger Coalition, one of the College’s oldest and most robust service programs, grew out of a
visit by Mother Teresa in 1981, who said “Feed the hungry in Atchison.” After this visit, Dr.
Richard Coronado initiated and remains the director of this program. (See also 1.D.1.)
Programs of Distinction
Invited presentations (this provides an example of what is happening on campus and the local
area in the span of a week or so), drama, music, and art performances and shows enhance and
enrich students' opportunities as well as those of faculty, staff, and the surrounding community.
Student Concerts, shows, art displays, plays allow students to demonstrate their work and
talents to their fellow students and the greater College community.

3.E.2 Contributing to students’ experience through scholarship
Unique literary and research opportunities at Benedictine College provide all interested individuals
with discovery experiences that are shared among faculty and students across disciplines. Benedictine
College’s Discovery Program is a signature program of the institution. Students work with faculty to
explore a student identified problem or area of interest. Multiple perspectives are used to guide the
discovery. Students prepare for lifelong learning as they engage in interdisciplinary projects. It is
designed to foster student curiosity, strengthen student-faculty bonds, and help students develop
confidence in their ability to solve problems. Faculty who had sponsored Discovery Projects in this
accreditation period were surveyed to determine if they believe that this project fulfilled these goals;
over 95% of the respondents agreed that all three goals were achieved. Faculty members also
identified other benefits. Enhanced oral presentation skills was the most widely selected additional
benefit. (See 3.B.5 for more information.)

Additional examples of enhanced educational experiences include:

The College Honors program, which provides highly-motivated and well-prepared students the
chance to undertake more challenging course work and to complete an individual capstone
project, which is presented to the College as a whole.  
Maathai Fellows program: The Dr. Wangari Maathai STEM Fellows program provides unique
opportunities for the professional development of talented students majoring in Biology,
Chemistry/Biochemistry, Engineering, Math/Computer Science, Physics/Astronomy and
Psychology. The Fellows attend lectures from the region’s STEM professionals, gain exposure
to other STEM fields, and earn eligibility to compete for grant funding (up to $2000) to
support a senior research project.

Various departments sponsor on- and off-campus experiences to augment their instructional
programs. For example:

Theatre students attend a regional Kennedy Center Conference annually where they are able to
perform and receive valuable feedback as well as make connections with others in the
Midwest.  
Math faculty take women students to a Women in Math conference each year at the University
of Nebraska, Lincoln. 
Benedictine hosted the Putnam competition for undergraduate mathematics in 2018.
Dr. Scott Newbolds in the School of Engineering has led engineering students to great
successes in the concrete canoe competition. In 2017-2018 they defeated both the University of
Kansas and Kansas State University, finishing third overall in the competition, taking first in
the oral presentation component, the men’s endurance race, and the team spirit competition.
Interested students attend the Iowa Caucus as volunteer poll watchers with political science
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faculty during presidential election years.

Contributing to students’ experience through community engagement 

Benedictine College encourages community engagement at the College, in the local community of
Atchison, and extending to the larger community in the Kansas City area. Engagement includes
many activities that promote leadership skills, such as providing mentors to children in need, and
recognizing and responding to needs people have in general.

Gregorian Fellows is a leadership program for students to combine intellectual and moral
formation with practical leadership skills to serve on campus, in the area, and in the world.

Benedictine participates in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) with
over 600 student-athletes during the 2018-19 academic year. An integral part of the NAIA
experience is the Champions of Character program. The vision of the program is to change the
culture of sport through providing the training to instill values that build character so students,
coaches and parents know, do, and value the right thing on and off the field.

Hunger Coalition and Project Uplift provide students opportunities to skip a meal on
Wednesday evenings for someone less fortunate through the Skip-A-Meal program. The funds
saved from not preparing these meals are directed to pay for sack lunches for individuals and
families in the Atchison community who are in need. Volunteers assemble sack lunches on
Friday afternoons and then deliver the meals on Saturday mornings. Hunger Coalition
volunteers also visit Kansas City twice a month to work with the homeless on the streets of
Kansas City with an all-volunteer group K.C. organization called Uplift, Inc.

Benedictine students tutor students from Atchison Middle and Elementary Schools through the
Atchison Boys and Girls Club to help those youth improve their academic standing.

The Center for Service-Learning engages students in challenging academic work and the
promotion of the common good as understood in our Catholic, Benedictine tradition motivates
us to facilitate the implementation of service-learning for the faculty, students, and community
partners of Benedictine College.

In 2016, Benedictine hired a full-time Director of Service-Learning. With this hire, the
Center for Service-Learning was launched, the mission of which is to “facilitate the
implementation of service-learning for the faculty, students, and community partners of
Benedictine College."
"The Center supports faculty by offering professional development sessions on service-
learning, facilitating communication with community agencies, conceptualizing service-
learning projects in particular disciplines, and, in general, serving as an on-campus
resource for this teaching-learning method. The institution of this department has led to
an increase in the number of service-learning courses offered.
The Center recently obtained access to and trained faculty to use Give-Pulse, which is a
software platform that will enhance how community agencies request assistance and are
matched with volunteers that meet their needs with appropriate skills and times.

Contributing to students’ experience through faith development
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Both the general education program and College Ministry contribute to the students’ College
experience. College Ministry programs provide opportunities for service, spiritual growth, and
evangelization. The general education program promotes faith and spiritual development by
requiring all students to take courses in theology and these courses help convey the Catholic
intellectual tradition.

College Ministry exists to achieve the goals of Benedictine College by transforming lives in
Christ for a life of mission through sacraments, outreach, and stewardship; and by developing
and sending students into the world as Catholic missionary-disciples. 

College Ministry offers service and evangelization mission trips to a wide variety of locations,
nationally and internationally, reaching out in service to the materially and spiritually poor.

Fellowship of Catholic University Students (FOCUS) Bible studies, one-on-one mentorships,
fellowship time, and leadership training. FOCUS challenges students to live out chastity,
sobriety, and excellence and equips students to live and defend their faith. Missionaries at
Benedictine strive to bring the truth and love of Jesus Christ to campus. Students of all faiths
are welcome.

As the demand for campus ministry services has increased, College Ministry has evaluated their
staffing and programs, which has led to the following changes:

Hired a full-time Ministry staff position (from a part-time position) to handle the scope of
mission trips and increase the formation of those involved.
Nearly doubled the summer Benedictine College Youth Conferences (BCYC) missionary staff
over the last two years as attendance has continued to increase dramatically
Hired a temporary staff position, Summer Coordinator for Youth Outreach, to make BCYC
growth sustainable.
Created an Evangelization Team within Ministry to address outreach needs on campus and to
look at new ways to reach those students on the periphery.
Increased the scope of the Vocation Fair to handle the requests of religious organizations to
visit campus and provide better opportunities for students to interface with them.
Channeled more resources to the Retreat Team to make it sustainable as the number of retreats
they are putting on has increased.

Other examples of faith-enhancing activities include:

St. Paul's Outreach
FIAT
Ravens Respect Life
Music Ministry
Knights of Columbus
Underground outreach to high school students
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 26)
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About the Gregorian Fellows_Benedictine College
Art_McCarthy Gallery_Benedictine College
B2 Family Model Rationale
BCYC_Summer Catholic Youth Conferences
Benedictine College FYI at a Glance
Clubs_organizations
College Ministry_Benedictine College
Discovery Day Report
Discovery Day Report (page number 4)
Discovery Program and Discovery Day
Dr. Wangari Maathai Stem Fellows_Program_Benedictine College
Faith_Missions_and_Service_Benedictine College
Faith-enhancing activities
First CHampions of Character Report
Five_Star_Champions_of_Character
Give-A-Meal_Benedictine College
GivePulse summary
HAAC_Commissioner_Cup
Honors Program
Hunger Coalition Leaven article (1)
Hunger Coalition_Benedictine College
Kennedy_Center_Theatre
Math events
Music_Events_Benedictine College
NAIA_Champions_of_Character
Programs of Distinction_Benedictine College
Service Learning at Benedictine_Benedictine College
Spiritual Growth_Benedictine College
students tutor students
students tutor students (page number 5)
Theatre_Dance_2019-2020_Season_Benedictine College
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3.S - Criterion 3 - Summary

The institution provides high quality education, wherever and however its offerings are delivered.

Summary

The institution provides high quality education, wherever and however its offerings are delivered.

Strengths

1. Benedictine College verifies the currency and performance level of its programs.
2. Benedictine College’s general education program flows from the Mission statement of the

College and is designed to ensure students benefit from the liberal arts pillar of the College.
3. Benedictine has a robust advising system using both professional and faculty advisors.
4. Benedictine students are engaged in collaborative scholarship and creative work with faculty

and staff mentors, especially through the Discovery program.
5. Benedictine College faculty are well-qualified, professionally active, and accessible to students.
6. Academic support at Benedictine College is in place to meet the academic needs of the

students.
7. Infrastructure improvements are targeted to support academic and co-curricular programs.
8. Student life programs, guided by the Mission of the College, support students’ personal growth

within community.

Challenges and Actions

1. Continuous growth in enrollment causes bottlenecks for several general education courses. To
address this challenge, the College has joined the EAB Academic Performance System
collaborative to provide a data analysis system to monitor and predict demand for key courses.

2. Due to the ongoing growth of the College and heavy teaching loads, faculty struggle to find
adequate time to balance teaching responsibilities with out-of-classroom engagement and with
research. The College should continue to work toward ensuring that faculty have the time they
need to engage in significant out-of-classroom interactions with students, and to pursue their
research agenda. Administrative support from staff and select students, and support for
interested faculty to hone their grant-writing skills are two areas of emphasis in overcoming
this challenge.  

3. As technological advances continue to make new options for accessing educational experiences
available to students, the College faces the challenge of balancing the residential pillar of the
Mission – which emphasizes the importance of in-person, face-to-face interactions – with
students’ needs and desires for more flexible (e.g. hybrid, online) course offerings.

Sources

There are no sources.
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4 - Teaching and Learning: Evaluation and Improvement

The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, learning
environments, and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for student learning through
processes designed to promote continuous improvement.

4.A - Core Component 4.A

The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs.

1. The institution maintains a practice of regular program reviews.
2. The institution evaluates all the credit that it transcripts, including what it awards for

experiential learning or other forms of prior learning, or relies on the evaluation of responsible
third parties.

3. The institution has policies that assure the quality of the credit it accepts in transfer.
4. The institution maintains and exercises authority over the prerequisites for courses, rigor of

courses, expectations for student learning, access to learning resources, and faculty
qualifications for all its programs, including dual credit programs. It assures that its dual credit
courses or programs for high school students are equivalent in learning outcomes and levels of
achievement to its higher education curriculum.

5. The institution maintains specialized accreditation for its programs as appropriate to its
educational purposes.

6. The institution evaluates the success of its graduates. The institution assures that the degree or
certificate programs it represents as preparation for advanced study or employment accomplish
these purposes. For all programs, the institution looks to indicators it deems appropriate to its
mission, such as employment rates, admission rates to advanced degree programs, and
participation rates in fellowships, internships, and special programs (e.g., Peace Corps and
Americorps).

Argument

4.A.1 Maintains a practice of regular program review.
Benedictine College demonstrates responsibility for the quality of educational programs through
regular, systematic review processes, which are closely intertwined with and dependent upon its
assessment of student learning. Regular assessment of student learning, curriculum evaluation,
review of academic departments and co-curricular programs ensure the quality of the educational
programs at Benedictine College. 

Benedictine College responded to the 2011 Monitoring Report resulting from the previous
accreditation visit through a focused effort to formalize and document internal assessment
procedures. Deliberations among administrators and faculty led to the development and adoption in
Spring 2011 of the Benedictine College Assessment System, which describes both assessment of the
general education program and assessment of department/unit programs. Since establishing this
program, assessment has been central in our discussions about the effectiveness of our programs and
assessment data have informed program adjustments. However, assessment of planning and
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documentation remains a source of learning at the program and institutional level. Departments have
engaged in the program review process by establishing mission statements, program goals, and
student learning goals (SLG); identifying/developing assessments and setting performance
thresholds; administering assessments and analyzing student responses in comparison to
performance thresholds; and reviewing assessment results to evaluate program components and/or
plan program changes. However, we learned as an institution that the level of engagement with all
steps of this process is variable. We instituted bi-annual assessment workshops to provide feedback to
the faculty as a whole on the ways in which the assessment program can assist in enhancing the
student learning experience throughout the College. Our conclusion is that it is important for the
College to continue to work toward building a consensus around the importance of assessment in
order for our programs to provide the benefits to which we aspire. 

In 2011, the Faculty approved the first version of the Benedictine College Assessment System
(BCAS). This volume documented the intentions of the Director of Institutional Assessment, the
Assessment Committee, and the faculty to establish procedures for the regular assessment and review
of College programs. The document provided the planning for a common approach to assessment and
the use of available data to inform programmatic decisions. The Assessment Committee is
responsible for managing the Benedictine College Assessment System (BCAS). Committee members
are elected by the faculty and the chair is appointed in consultation with the Dean. The Associate
Dean/ Director of Institutional Assessment serves as an ex officio member of this committee. The
College has had three Directors of Institutional Assessment in this review cycle with significant gaps
between directors. Presently the Director of Institutional Assessment and the Assessment Committee
are collaborating to develop and refine the structure for assessment programs, evaluating data, and
making data-informed decisions about those programs to lessen the dependence of the assessment
program on the individual Director of Institutional Assessment.

The Assessment Committee holds responsibility for assessing the general education program by
reviewing student artifact data, presenting data related to student learning, and participating in
feedback forums with faculty. Recall from Criterion 3, the general education program comprises
three themes, where several courses address the general education goals for each theme. Each
academic year, one of the three themes is assessed. The Assessment Committee notifies instructors of
courses satisfying the current theme at the beginning of each semester (September and January),
asking each faculty member to identify a General Education Goal (GEG) and assessment they will
implement to measure student progress on that goal during the current semester. Then the
Assessment Committee contacts the same faculty members at the end of each semester (December
and May) to gather more information about the GEG, assessment, and results. These data are
compiled across all faculty for each GEG assessed during the semester. The Assessment Committee
analyzes the data and reports to faculty at the beginning of the subsequent semester. The Committee
also monitors assessment in the majors and reviews results from graduate and alumni surveys. 

The BCAS required each department or unit to develop a Department/Unit Assessment Plan (DAP)
that it could use over a multi-year cycle to monitor the effectiveness of its program. In addition to the
DAP, the BCAS (2011) included plans for each department/unit to submit periodic
Department/Unit Assessment Reviews (DAR), in which the department would report assessment
results, interpretations, and planned program adjustments responding to assessment results. The
DAR process was designed to guide the systematic review of department and unit-level programs to
ensure that each program used student learning outcomes or objectives, assessed student achievement
of the learning goals, and effectively collected data to inform curricular and program improvements.
Examples of how DARs were used for department strategic planning and monitoring student
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placement and student outcomes include:

In Spring 2016, the Education Department decided that their their data collection process and
analysis would be greatly enhanced by adopting a new resource, TK20 (a web-based portfolio
and assessment system), which has alleviated tedious data entry and provides sophisticated
data analysis capabilities. This resource has, indeed, improved efficiency and will facilitate
data-driven decision making in the department’s upcoming Kansas Department of Education
program reviews and unit accreditation efforts. 

In 2012, the Biology Department responded to its DAR by implementing a curricular change.
Previously, Biology majors were required to take multiple upper-level courses in their selected
concentration,  which prevented them from developing their knowledge across different areas
of Biology. In response to student feedback, the department relaxed the concentration
requirement and allowed majors to select upper-level courses from the full range of Biology
offerings. The data generated from the comprehensive exam before and after the curricular
change indicated increases in exam scores; in fact, the curriculum change was found to support
better student outcomes and higher percentages of students meeting competencies than the
previous arrangement of the curriculum. 

The College's MBA program undertook significant format changes based on both external and
internal reviews. Years of declining enrollment in the College's weekend Executive Master's in
Business Administration program led to an external market analysis by the consulting firm
Ruffalo Noel Levitz, which ultimately led the College to eliminate that format. Recruitment
information from the traditional Masters of Business Administration program led to distance
learning offerings and an increase in program enrollment from 22 students in Fall 2015 to 72
students in Fall 2019 semester, with 26 of these students using distance completion
options exclusively. Notably, these 26 students selected Benedictine because of its distance
learning MBA program.

At the institutional level, the College analyzes data from national surveys to track progress
toward strategic and departmental goals. For example, the Dean’s Council met with the Chair
of the Board and the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board in Spring
2015 and devoted a significant portion of their scheduled meeting to a detailed discussion of
NSSE (National Survey of Student Engagement) and institutional IDEA results. NSSE, SSI,
and IDEA results are regularly part of the Academic Affairs discussion of the Board of
Directors.

Another source used for the evaluation of the quality of the courses and programs of study is the
IDEA student course evaluations. Student participation in IDEA end of course evaluations is strongly
encouraged in order to gather feedback on students’ perceptions of the value of course components.
Faculty may make course or program changes in response to the feedback provided by students. For
example, in Math for Elementary Teachers I, students reported that their required portfolios were
time-consuming yet very useful for their learning and achievement but only counted for 10% of the
course grade. In response to this feedback, the instructor adjusted the relative weights of different
types of assignments and increased the weight of required portfolios from 10% to 20%. 

Our experience was that departments complied with the intended program planning and assessment
processes, but there remain inconsistencies in the documentation of the DAPs and DARs. The most
recent review of the DAPs by the Assessment Committee and Director of Institutional Assessment
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revealed a need for additional training and communication with departments to improve the
consistency of program assessment components and other program documentation (e.g., Catalog
descriptions).  There is also a desire for increased consistency across departments in how they
describe goals and assessments and respond to student data. As a result of this review, the
Assessment Committee provided feedback to each department regarding their DAP, using a newly
developed DAP-DAP Review Guide.

In 2019, the BCAS was revised to more effectively convey programs and their assessment,
particularly to clarify some of the institutional language (e.g., General Education Goals vs. Student
Learning Goals) and reflect adjustments to the assessment program that will better meet our
institutional needs. The revised BCAS was shared with Faculty during a workshop in August 2019 to
gather their feedback and update the faculty on the institutional view of assessment. The Assessment
Committee will also develop a plan that includes faculty input to revise assessment and reporting
expectations during the 2019-2020 academic year. 

In addition to internal reviews, the listed programs have undergone external reviews as part of their
accreditation processes:

Chemistry
Engineering 
Education
Music
Nursing

More information about these reviews is available in 4.A.5

General education program revision

As noted in Criterion 2.C.4 and 5.C.2, in 2016-2017, the faculty examined data concerning the
mathematics knowledge/confidence of graduates and suggested the College review undergraduate
programs to identify the nature of the mathematics that students experienced at Benedictine. In
response, the Curriculum Committee worked with the Mathematics Department to develop a new
Mathematical Reasoning (MR) requirement, which replaced the former Quantitative Analysis
requirement. The faculty reviewed and approved the proposal, and the new requirement was activated
for freshmen beginning Fall 2018. This curricular revision increased the dominance of college-level
mathematics in the courses that satisfy the MR component of the General Education Requirements.

The faculty also engaged in dialogue and workshops to refine the historical component of the General
Education Requirements. Faculty members within and outside of the History Department noticed that
the name “Historical Perspectives” for a “Foundation” requirement was confusing to students, since a
requirement including the term “Perspectives” would naturally belong among the “Skills &
Perspectives.” In response to this confusion and in re-examining the requirement, the History
Department acted on the dozens of complaints from within and outside of the Department about the
Historical Perspectives definition and associated learning goals. The motion and
the changes accepted by the faculty were the result of their review, which included the consultation of
the Curriculum Committee and other departments offering courses that satisfy the same
requirement. The foundation requirement’s name changed from Historical Perspective to Historical
Inquiry, and the revised glossary definition and general education goals were refined to clarify
expectations regarding historical ways of viewing the past and to evaluate student progress. 
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Supra-departmental programs

The College sponsors several programs of distinction that do not reside in single departments, e.g.,
Honors Program, Gregorian Fellows, Presidential Scholars, Discovery Scholars, Maathai STEM
Fellows, Constitutional Fellows, Thompson Fellows. In the course of evaluating our program review
process, it became clear we need to extend our program review procedures to address these programs.
Because these programs are defined by various types of goals, we are experimenting with various
forms of assessment to identify relevant measurement tools. 

For example, the program goals of the Discovery Program are to reinforce the collaborative and
community-oriented nature of Benedictine College through active, collaborative, and creative
learning. The Discovery Program solicited feedback from program participants and faculty to gauge
their opinions and satisfaction with the level of learning and engagement of students who participate
in Discovery projects each year and over sequential years. Over 50% of the faculty who responded to
a questionnaire indicated that they believed the Discovery College experience had reliably led to
active, collaborative, and creative learning experiences for participating students. In addition to this
evidence of the Program addressing its high-level goals, faculty input indicated that particularly
positive outcomes of this Program were enhanced oral and visual presentation skills of participating
students. 

The program goals of the Honors Program are to recruit high-achieving students, to offer an enriched
experience of the liberal arts, and to guide students to articulate and achieve significant post-
graduation outcomes. From 2013 to 2019, the Program's applications doubled. The Program credits
these gains to focused marketing and clearer communication about the Program’s designs and
successes. The Program has responded to student feedback to enhance course offerings and refined
project requirements. The number of students enrolled in the Honors Program who report that
admission to the Program made them more likely to attend Benedictine College has roughly doubled,
from 33% for the classes of 2016 and 2017 to 65% for the classes of 2022 and 2023. Participating
students also report that the program significantly enriched their liberal arts experience. Finally, the
Program is proud of its graduates who have proceeded to distinguished graduate programs, which
provides evidence of these students having achieved extraordinary post-graduate outcomes.

4.A.2 Evaluation of college credit.

The Benedictine College Registrar evaluates all transfer credit based on these principles.

1. Courses that are commonly taught at a variety of institutions with relatively standard course
content, such as Calculus I, English Composition, and General Psychology, can be accepted
based on the expectation that they share common course content with like-named courses
taught at Benedictine College.

2. For other courses, the course description is compared to see if it matches the course description
of a class taught at Benedictine. 

If the course descriptions match (approximately 75% similarity) and the credit hours are
the same or more, then the course transfers in as the equivalent the Benedictine College
course, with the number of credit hours assigned by Benedictine.
If the course descriptions match (approximately 75% similarity) and the credit hours are
the fewer, then the course transfers in as an elective in the relevant department, with the
number of credit hours assigned by the originating institution.

3. For advanced placement credit derived from national programs including the College Board
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Advanced Placement program (AP), International Baccalaureate (IB), and College Level
Examination Program (CLEP), credit is determined by the Registrar in consultation with the
appropriate department chair. A guide has been created for consistent transfer of equivalent
credit by course and number of hours, and this is built into the student information software. 

4. Courses from international schools are evaluated by a professional transcript evaluation
service.

5. Evaluation of experiential learning for nontraditional students is the responsibility of the
Associate Dean and the department chair of the student’s major department. Such credit is only
available to a student who is at least 23 years of age and generally is evaluated and awarded
within the student’s first semester at Benedictine College. Such requests have only been
received once every three to four years since the last review. 

If the Registrar has questions, she sends the course description to the department chair for guidance
on whether the course should transfer in, and if so, how. Sometimes the transcript analyst requests
the course syllabus to gather more information about how to transfer the course or if it is even
feasible to transfer the course to Benedictine. Transfer credit information is available to students in
Transferology.com, a third-party tool for evaluating transfer courses.

4.A.3 Quality of the credit accepted

Benedictine College trusts the content and quality of academic courses from regionally-
accredited institutions and accepts them for transfer credit. Academic courses that
are presented for transfer from other than regionally-accredited institutions are accepted if they
are comparable to ones that are or would be offered here. Credit is not transferred for most
technical courses.

If a student requests to transfer in a course from a college that is not regionally-accredited, the
Registrar reviews the requested course, sometimes in consultation with the department chair.
The instructor’s credentials may be reviewed along with the course syllabus to determine the
quality of the course and its similarity to Benedictine courses.

4.A.4 Maintains and exercises authority over the prerequisites for courses, rigor of courses,
expectations for student learning, access to learning resources, and faculty qualifications for all
its programs, including dual credit programs.

Authority. The Curriculum Committee is responsible for oversight of the entire curriculum. The
four-member, faculty-elected Curriculum Committee is charged with evaluating new catalog courses.
A new course is reviewed to ensure that it is consonant with the Mission of the College, there is a
reasonable expectation of student demand, and there are sufficient faculty with appropriate expertise
among other factors. After the Curriculum Committee approves a new course, it is sent to the Dean
of the College for final approval.

Prerequisites. The department is responsible for setting the prerequisites for a course and can
change the prerequisites when appropriate. Once prerequisites are approved, they are programmed
into the student software system to insure compliance. Students requesting to enroll in a course
without having satisfied all prerequisites must consult the instructor to obtain a waiver in order to
register. 
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Rigor and credit hour compliance and expectation for student learning. Department chairs are
responsible for verifying that the courses taught in their department each comply with the credit hour
guidelines they have established. When scheduling classes, the Registrar verifies that all classes meet
for the required amount of time during the week. 

Each department completes a credit-hour compliance form, following a common template that
describes how long the work assigned to be done outside of class is expected to take to complete. This
form is submitted to the Curriculum Committee for review. If the form is updated, it is resubmitted to
the Curriculum Committee. The credit-hour compliance form verifies that each course provides
enough rigor that the Carnegie standard of a credit hour is verified. Syllabi describe the nature of
assignments and class activities to substantiate that students will fulfill the credit hour requirements
by completing the course. Each semester the Associate Dean and Assistant Dean randomly review
20-40 syllabi to verify that the departments are following this process and that each course syllabus
has enough detail to demonstrate credit-hour compliance.

Access to learning resources. The College library is open seven days a week throughout each
semester. During the last week of classes and final exams each semester, the library is open daily
until 1:00 am. Internet access is available in all residence halls and academic buildings, granting
access to electronic library holdings 24 hours a day. Blackboard, the online student learning
platform, is available at all times. 

Faculty qualifications. 

Benedictine College has highly-qualified faculty as defined by the HLC Assumed Practice B2. (See
3.C.2 for more information regarding faculty qualifications at each rank.) The Dean of the College
oversees the hiring of new faculty at the undergraduate level to ensure they meet these qualifications.
The Faculty Handbook (p. 7) details information regarding faculty qualifications.

Faculty teaching in the Graduate programs should have an earned doctorate or have exceptional
expertise in their field to qualify them for their assignments. Exceptional expertise for those teaching
in the MBA program and the Education programs are detailed in the Graduate Studies Policies and
Procedure Manual. Appointments of faculty at this level are made by the Dean of the College on the
recommendation of the Graduate Studies Committee.

Dual credit programs. Benedictine offers dual credit courses through four institutions. The College
ensures dual credit courses are equivalent in learning outcomes to the courses taught on the campus.
Each time the course is proposed at a dual credit site, the course syllabus must be approved by the
both the department chair and the Associate Dean before the course can be offered. Only after these
approvals may students register for the class. When requested, final exams are examined by
department chairs to confirm comparability with courses offered on campus.

Transcripts for all faculty, including dual credit instructors, are maintained in the Office of the Dean
of the College.  

4.A.5. Specialized accreditation for programs

Ten majors across five departments receive some form of specialized accreditation. Those programs
and departments, their respective accrediting agencies, and updates on the accreditation status of
current and future programs are listed below. 
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Music: Two programs within the Music Department are accredited by the National Association
of Schools of Music in 2010. 
    1. Bachelor of Arts in Music (and its additional emphasis in Music Composition)
    2. Bachelor of Music Education. 

The programs were last accredited in 2010 and the Department is currently engaged in the
comprehensive review process. It submitted a self-study last spring (2019), hosted evaluators to
campus in February 2019, and received their report in April 2019. The department is currently
working on its optional response, which is due October 15, 2019. The NASM Commission on
Accreditation will review this response in November 2019, and the College will be notified of
the results in January 2020. NASM accreditation process involves ongoing cooperation
between the Department and the NASM throughout the accreditation period. The Department
remains a member in good standing.

Education: The Education Department is accredited by the Kansas State Board of Education to
offer

1. Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education 
2. Bachelor of Arts in Secondary Education
3. Bachelor of Arts in Special Education
4. Master of Arts in School Leadership (MASL)
5. Master of Arts in Education (M.Ed.) 

Additionally, the Department works with the Kansas State Department of Education for the
licensure of our students. Currently, the Department is in the midst of the re-accreditation
process at the state level; it is preparing for a program review by the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE) in November 2019. Following the conclusion of this review, the KSDE will
forward a recommendation on re-accreditation for consideration by the Kansas State Board of
Education. 

Nursing Department. The Nursing Program is approved by the Kansas State Board of Nursing
(KSBN) and accredited by the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE). The last
re-accreditation visit was October 17, 2016, and the Department was re-accredited for ten
years; the next visit will be in Fall 2026.

Engineering Department. The Engineering Department offers four majors: Mechanical,
Chemical, Civil, and Electrical Engineering. 
1.The Mechanical Engineering program was accrediting by ABET (415 North Charles Street,
Baltimore, MD 21201) in 2017. 
2.The Chemical Engineering program was accredited by ABET in 2019.
3.The Civil Engineering program was accredited by ABET in 2019. 
4.The Department plans to seek accreditation for its Electrical Engineering program during an
accreditation visit in 2021, which would inform a decision by 2022.

4.A.6. Evaluates the success of its graduates and assures that degree programs prepare
graduates for advanced study or employment. 

Benedictine College looks to indicators of success of all of its graduates through HEDS (Higher
Education Data Sharing Consortium) alumni survey. In general, the employment rate of Benedictine
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graduates is virtually identical to the national average of college graduates. None of the Benedictine
respondents were in military service at the time of the survey. Some graduates were in graduate or
professional school. HEDS data from 2016 and 2017 indicate graduates are satisfied with their
Benedictine College education, particularly where the survey items dovetail with the Mission, Vision,
and Values of the College. Selected findings are noted below.

Indicators of a strong Benedictine community:

Graduates indicated satisfaction with the community with 95% of respondents “agreed” or
"strongly agreed” that faculty were genuinely interested in students. 
Graduates indicated satisfaction with the impact of faculty with over 83% of respondents
“agreed” or "strongly agreed” that their non-classroom interactions with faculty positively
influenced their intellectual growth and interest in ideas.

Indicators of scholarship and career readiness:

Graduates indicated growth in their thinking and scholarship with over 80% of respondents
reporting that their experiences as an undergraduate improved their critical thinking and their
informational literacy “quite a bit” or “very much.”

Graduates indicated their overall satisfaction with their undergraduate education with over
85% of respondents reporting that they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied.”

Graduates reported securing employment after graduation, with about 30% securing jobs prior
to graduation and another 50% securing jobs within six months of graduation. Notably, about
5% of students did not seek employment.

For certain professional programs, the performance of Benedictine students and graduates on
licensure and qualifying exams (engineering, education, pre-healthcare, nursing) supplies additional
evidence of program quality.

Engineering students must pass the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam to graduate.
Many pass on their first attempt, all pass prior to graduation. 

Nursing graduates must pass the NCLEX-RN to be able to practice nursing. 100% of the 2019
graduating class passed this exam.

Education graduates take Praxis exams to demonstrate academic skills and subject-specific
content knowledge needed for teaching.

Students applying to medical school must take the Medicine College Admissions Test
(MCAT). Of the 15 Benedictine students who took this test since 2016, 13 students scored at or
above the 50th percentile, with 7 of these students scoring at or above the 90th percentile. Of
the 12 students who applied to medical graduate programs since 2016, 9 were accepted, 2 were
not accepted, and one chose to not attend. 

In addition to medical school, Benedictine students have proceeded to dental, occupational therapy,
optometry, pharmacy, physical therapy, physician assistant, psychology, and veterinary graduate
schools. In 2019 the College centralized a pre-healthcare (non-nursing) advising function with a
single faculty advisor to provide them with support and guidance as they take qualifying exams and
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assemble applications. This individual will also maintain test scores and admission data that will be
considered during program review cycles in relevant departments.

Post-graduate and career support services

The College offers students support services as they prepare for postgraduate schools and careers.
These services assist students in exploring career options, building resumes, establishing LinkedIn
profiles, drafting cover letters and applications, developing business communications skills, and
preparing for interviews, among other things. For example, in 2018, Hannah Voss, then a senior,
relied on help from this office as she pursued a Rhodes Scholarship; she was a finalist in that
competition. In the Spring 2019 semester, career services hosted 296 appointments with students,
spoke with 772 students at presentations, and engaged with 756 unique students in 1,000
interactions. 

In addition, as noted in 5.C.2, the College linked career support services with alumni services to
facilitate connections among students and alumni. Specifically, the new combined office launched
Ravenwalk, an online platform that provides students and alumni opportunities to connect and share
information. Students can search alumni to find those who may have information about their
intended fields, while alumni serve as mentors and share their experiences in ways to help current
students embark on their careers and other postgraduate opportunities. In addition, the College
anticipates that this platform will improve means to collect data regarding alumni career activities
and accomplishments.

Benedictine alumni donate to the College at approximately double the rate of peer institutions in the
Midwest ranked by U.S. News and World Reports. Specifically, Benedictine College’s alumni giving
rate is at 22% in comparison to 11.6%, the average giving rate for similar institutions ranked in the
same category as Benedictine. U.S. News reports that this figure indirectly measures student
satisfaction, suggesting our recent graduates are more satisfied than recent graduates of other
institutions that are similar to us. 

Sources

10 Math 1110 Broaddus SP19
10 Math 1110 Broaddus SP19 (page number 4)
20 Math 1110 Broaddus FA19
20 Math 1110 Broaddus FA19 (page number 4)
2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 18)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 19)
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 21)
A6- Alumni Survey 2016-2017
ABET_Engineering_Accreditation_Commission
ACC Sample Contract 2018_19
Agenda 4.11.2017
Agenda 4.11.2017 (page number 5)
Alum_employment_rate
AP IB CLEP info
Assessment_Committee_report_2019
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BC Assessment System 2019_ma
BC General Education Program Chart 9-12_Historical_Inquiry
BC General Education Program Chart 9-12_Historical_Inquiry (page number 3)
BCAS 2011-13
Benedictine 2020 Midpoint
Biology DAR
CCNE_Nursing_accreditation
Compliance_depts
DAP-DAR RevGuide 2019
DAPs
DARs copy
Deans Council Minutes 2015
Discovery Day Questionnaire
Discovery Program and Discovery Day
Education_accreditation
EMBA Noel Levitz
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use (page number 7)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_use (page number 38)
Federal Credit Hour Compliance Policy
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18 (page number 4)
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18 (page number 7)
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18 (page number 10)
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18 (page number 13)
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18 (page number 16)
Honors Program Assessment
KSBN_approval
KSDE approval Education
Library_Benedictine College
MBA Program evaluation
Minutes 4.11.2017
National Association of Schools of Music
Proposed Catalog Course Form(1)
The Raven Walk Networking Platform
uDaH8vPN.pdf
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4.B - Core Component 4.B

The institution demonstrates a commitment to educational achievement and improvement through
ongoing assessment of student learning.

1. The institution has clearly stated goals for student learning and effective processes for
assessment of student learning and achievement of learning goals.

2. The institution assesses achievement of the learning outcomes that it claims for its curricular
and co-curricular programs.

3. The institution uses the information gained from assessment to improve student learning.
4. The institution’s processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice,

including the substantial participation of faculty and other instructional staff members.

Argument

4.B.1 Clearly stated goals for student learning and effective processes for assessment of student
learning and achievement of learning goals

Benedictine College is committed to educational achievement and improvement through ongoing
assessment of student learning. 

The general education goals (GEGs) for the general education program flow from the Mission of
the College and are stated in the Benedictine College Assessment System (BCAS) document. Every
academic program has established goals for its programs, which are stated explicitly in their DAP.
Instructors establish student learning goals for each of the courses they teach and publish these goals
in the course syllabus. 

The Assessment Committee, elected by the faculty, oversees assessment of undergraduate programs.
The Associate Dean/Director of Institutional Assessment serves as an ex officio member of this
committee. In addition to reviewing DAPs for undergraduate majors, the Assessment Committee
manages assessment of the general education program. For General Education assessment, the
committee collects and reviews evidence of student achievement of the GEGs across the variety of
courses that fulfill specific requirements. The committee presents the data and invites input from the
faculty as a whole in feedback forums twice per year. More information about this process is
described in 4.A.1.

The committee monitors major programs according to the BCAS. As required by the BCAS, each
academic department maintains an approved assessment plan (DAP) on file with the Director of
Institutional Assessment. Department assessment plans include goals, assessments, a timeline for
collecting data, and a feedback loop for adjusting curriculum based on assessment data. Other
examples from departments are linked in Criterion 4.A.1.

4.B.2 Assesses achievement of the learning outcomes that it claims for its curricular and co-
curricular programs

The primary mechanism for assessment of curricular programs is included in the BCAS, as
described in 4.A.1. 
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Learning goals for the Florence Study Abroad Program guide the student learning outcomes. The
learning goals and outcomes are assessed using examinations and guided journal reflections.
The program director submits the assessment plan to the Assessment Committee. In reviewing the
nonacademic activities and concerns of this program, the College added a resident director for the
Florence residences.

Co-Curricular Program Assessment is ongoing through the Student Life Office. The Vice
President of Student Life and Dean of Students use survey results from the Noel-Levitz Student
Satisfactory Inventory (SSI), ACUHO-1 Educational Benchmark Inventory (EBI), and National
Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) to assess Student Life programs and set yearly goals and
action plans. During each academic year, weekly, monthly, and annual staff meetings/retreats
provide professional development and enhance the Student Life program. 

The Family Model is a co-curricular learning framework that guides the Student Life Office to
develop and administer programs suited to the formation and development of students. Family Model
related questions are added to the EBI and SSI surveys to monitor the effectiveness of programs. In
2018-2019 over 1300 Family Model programs in residence life were offered and evaluated.
Additional co-curricular program assessments monitor:

Benedictine College Leadership
Student Activities/Student Government
Alcohol and Drug Task and Ravens Care
College Ministry provides numerous opportunities for students to further enhance their
spiritual development. Increased participation in retreats, mission trips, Mass attendance, and
receipt of sacraments have led the office of College Ministry to increase staffing and offerings.
See 3.E.2 for more information.

Counseling Center and Student Health Center fall under the umbrella of Student Life services.
The Director of Counseling Services and Director of Health Services submit end-of-year reports to
the Student Life Office, reporting feedback from the students and staff. Student Life officials and
Center directors then consider the reports to identify the strengths and areas for improvement to
inform program adjustments. As seen in the Benedictine College Counseling Center Annual Report,
the College Counseling Center systematically reviews needs and has significantly adjusted its
services, based both on staff feedback and independent research, so that it can better address the
growing demand for counseling services. 

The Service Learning program was established in 2015. This program arose from the strategic
planning process in response to faculty interests and their desire to raise awareness and appreciation
of service, particularly in light of its congruence with the Mission. The Service Learning Director has
created overall program goals to provide cohesion to the work of the program. During summer 2018,
the Service Learning Director and faculty on the informal Service Learning Committee created draft
service learning outcomes. Ultimately, there will be 3-4 outcomes, with recommended assessment
instruments to evaluate each outcome. 

The Athletic Department reviewed the College's retention and completion data and noted
that student-athletes had a higher rate of leaving the College after the first semester, after the first
year, and of not graduating than did non-student-athletes and all students. To promote higher
retention, in Fall 2019, the Athletic Department instituted a special "Soaring onto Glory" monthly
program for all the new students (freshmen and transfers) in their area in an effort support their
academic success and, ultimately, their retention at the College. 
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4.B.3 Uses the information gained from assessment to improve student learning

Each semester, faculty are provided with an Assessment of Student Learning report, which is
presented at a faculty workshop for discussion. Additionally, reports from standardized student
assessments, such as NSSE and SSI reports, have been used to guide changes in curriculum, such as
the retirement of the Quantitative Analysis requirement and adoption of the Mathematical Reasoning
requirement in the general education program in 2017. (See Criterion 2.C.4 and 5.C.2 for more
complete history of this change.)

Whereas the Assessment Committee provides faculty updates regarding assessment of student
achievement of General Education Goals (GEGs), the Curriculum Committee is responsible for
revalidation decisions to continue or disqualify courses from meeting the General Education
Requirements. Given that sometimes courses change instructors or years go by since they have been
approved for a particular general education requirement, a process of revalidation is needed. The
revalidation process is initiated by the Assessment Committee, which supplies departments with
course numbers currently aligning to one or more GEGs. Departments then communicate which
courses should continue to align to GEGs. Then the Curriculum Committee divides up the courses
being revalidated that year and examines several syllabi (a spot check) to verify that these courses
still align well with the general education goals. Any doubts or clarifications are resolved through
communication with the department chair. If a class has changed such that it no longer aligns to a
particular general education requirement, the Curriculum Committee notifies the department chair,
who has the opportunity to re-submit the course for approval.

Departments use evidence from several sources to insure their programs meet students’ needs. For
example, in 2018, the Mathematics and Computer Science Department learned that students on
particular ROTC scholarships were required to earn Bachelor of Science (BS) degrees to fulfill their
scholarship obligations, but at the time Benedictine offered only a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Computer Science. In response, the Computer Science faculty researched and proposed a new
program requiring a more rigorous collection of mathematics and computer science courses leading
to a BS degree, which was approved by the Curriculum Committee, the faculty, and Board of
Directors in Spring 2018. The new program went into effect in Fall 2019.

The Department of Psychological Sciences has recently implemented a move away from requiring
statistics and research methods as two separate courses, to instead integrating the courses into a two-
course sequence. That is, instead of taking a statistics course (Applied Statistics) followed by a
research methods course, students will take a course that teaches both the methods and statistical
analyses related to correlational and descriptive methods, followed by a semester that teaches
methods and statistics related to experimental methods. The rationale for the change comes from
recognition among departmental faculty across courses, but particularly in the Research Methods
course, that students who have taken statistics do not seem able to retain that information, or to
recognize its relevance to methodological issues. In addition, there is a growing body of research
suggesting that integrating the two courses a) provides context for students to learn statistics; b)
facilitates retention of statistical learning; and c) demonstrates how the scientific method typically
works in the discipline (i.e. designing a study with the appropriate statistical tests in mind).

To monitor the consistency of proficiency expectations for students who satisfy the General
Education language requirement with Spanish courses, the First-Year Spanish Series Coordinator
prepares all course materials (Student Learning Goals, syllabus, lesson plans, rubrics, assignments,
assessments) for all professors teaching these courses. Faculty gather artifacts and report on
assessment of the two GEGs, with a proficiency level of Novice High as the expectation at the
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conclusion of two semesters of study. Artifacts include a writing sample from the final exam and an
individual interpersonal assessment (a spontaneous conversation with the professor). Faculty use the
Coordinator’s rubrics to measure student progress towards these goals and report results to the
Coordinator. The Coordinator has used these results to make decisions regarding revising SLGs to
use can-do language, materials selections, and formative assessment revision (e.g., including daily,
non-graded writing practices and formative interpersonal quizzes), and to identify and train faculty
in administering and rating the assessments. Evidence includes old and new syllabi that illustrate
modifications in response to assessments of student progress. Specifically, the SPAN-1020 FA
2019 syllabus for Fall 2019 lists SLGs prior to adjustments for the first implementation of the new
SLGs and the revised assessments as evidenced in the SPAN-1020 Spring 2020 syllabus.

4.B.4 Processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice, including the
substantial participation of faculty and other instructional staff members

Benedictine employs a faculty-driven process to assess student learning. As described in 4.A.1, the
Assessment Committee is responsible for managing the Benedictine College Assessment System
(BCAS), which was approved in 2011. The four members are elected by the faculty on a rotating
cycle and the chair is appointed in consultation with the Dean. The Associate Dean of the
College/Director of Institutional Assessment serves as an ex officio member of this committee. The
Assessment Committee assesses the general education program by reviewing student artifact data
collected by instructors teaching courses that address the GEGs, presenting data related to student
learning, and participating in feedback forums with faculty. The Committee also monitors assessment
in the majors and reviews results from graduate and alumni surveys. 

In 2019, the BCAS was revised to more effectively convey programs and their assessment,
particularly to clarify some of the institutional language (e.g., General Education Goals vs. Student
Learning Goals) and reflect adjustments to the assessment program that will better meet our
institutional needs. The revised BCAS was shared with Faculty during a workshop in August 2019 to
gather their feedback and update the faculty on the institutional view of assessment. The Assessment
Committee will also develop a plan that includes faculty input to revise assessment and reporting
expectations during the 2019-2020 academic year. See 4.A.1 for more information about how faculty
participate in program assessment.

The College has had three Directors of Institutional Assessment in this review cycle with significant
gaps between directors. This high turnover of Directors of Institutional Assessment has led to the
recognition that assessment responsibilities need to be dispersed more widely in the institution.
Presently the Director of Institutional Assessment and the Assessment Committee are collaborating
to develop and refine the structure for assessment of programs, evaluating data, and making data-
informed decisions about those programs. The Committee also plans to engage other faculty
committees and department chairs in efforts to regulate how the College conveys program
information, goals, and assessment expectations across institutional documentation.

Sources

B2 Family Model Rationale
BC Assessment System 2019_ma
BC General Education Program Chart 9-12_use_this_one
Counseling Center Annual Report
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Florence
Proposal for BS in Computer Science
REPORT Persistence of Cohorts- Athletes Sping 2019
Review of Student Life assessment
SL program outcomes.7.24.19 (2)
Soaring on to Glory FreshmanTransfer Program 2019
SPAN 1020 Syllabus Spring 2020_HLC
SPAN 1020 Syllabus Spring 2020_HLC (page number 2)
SPAN-1020 Charbonnet FA19
SPAN-1020 Charbonnet FA19 (page number 2)
Student life
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4.C - Core Component 4.C

The institution demonstrates a commitment to educational improvement through ongoing attention to
retention, persistence, and completion rates in its degree and certificate programs.

1. The institution has defined goals for student retention, persistence, and completion that are
ambitious but attainable and appropriate to its mission, student populations, and educational
offerings.

2. The institution collects and analyzes information on student retention, persistence, and
completion of its programs.

3. The institution uses information on student retention, persistence, and completion of programs
to make improvements as warranted by the data.

4. The institution’s processes and methodologies for collecting and analyzing information on
student retention, persistence, and completion of programs reflect good practice. (Institutions
are not required to use IPEDS definitions in their determination of persistence or completion
rates. Institutions are encouraged to choose measures that are suitable to their student
populations, but institutions are accountable for the validity of their measures.)

Argument

4.C.1 Defined goals for student retention, persistence, and completion that are ambitious but
attainable and appropriate to its mission, student populations, and educational offerings.

Benedictine College has made use of internal and external data to determine appropriate goals for
retention, persistence, and completion.

Based on an internal benchmarking analysis (with a cohort of 64 private institutions chosen
based on their rough equivalence in enrollment, endowment, and revenue
characteristics) together with an external benchmarking analysis (recommendations from an
external consultant who provided comparisons relative to the academic profile of the
Benedictine College student body), the College has established the goal of increasing freshman
retention by 1% per year until it stabilizes at 83%.

In tandem with the first-year retention increase, we anticipate persistence and completion to
rise, and therefore we have established a goal—based on the same internally and externally
developed comparison cohorts—to achieve a 6-year graduation rate of 70%.

To assist us in achieving these goals, the College joined the Higher Learning Commission
Persistence and Completion Academy as our quality initiative. 

4.C.2 Collects and analyzes information on student retention, persistence, and completion of its
programs.

The College has been collecting and analyzing data on retention, persistence, and completion for
many years, and established a formal retention committee in 2008. The committee regularly reviews
retention and persistence data focusing primarily on differential persistence rates based on
demographic criteria. This data book (pages 1-10 as a sample) is updated regularly and reviewed for
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progress, changes in trends, and any additional insights that may lead to programmatic efforts to
increase persistence and completion. In preparation for the HLC Persistence and Completion
Academy, in consultation with our academy mentor, we expanded our data collection and included
some specific academic attributes (persistence by major and DFW rates of 20% or above) in our data
book. The goal was to identify student populations who were at-risk of leaving the College for
reasons that the College faculty and administration had some ability to control.  

4.C.3 Uses information on student retention, persistence, and completion of programs to make
improvements as warranted by the data.

Persistence and Completion Learning Community. Based on this data analysis, we identified
students who have not yet declared a major to be at a substantial risk of not persisting. Thus, the
initial phase of our Academy project was the creation of a learning community for undecided
students. Incoming freshmen who chose this option were enrolled in an Academic Learning Lab,
consisting of the same sections of both Introduction to Sociology and the first-year experience
course. Eighteen students registered for the learning community, which was directed by two members
of the Retention Committee. A demographically-matched “control” cohort was established to
compare outcomes. At the end of the course, data was analyzed. From first to second semester,
retention of these students matched both the control cohort and the overall rates of the freshman
class. However, recognizing that the number of students was too small to make generalizable
conclusions from this initial effort, the co-directors did a qualitative review of the experience. From
this, the directors identified the establishment of an “academic home” and the strong community
established by multiple common experiences as the key positive factors of the learning
community. An adapted version of this experience, intended to make it “scalable,” is being piloted in
Fall 2019, with a version targeted specifically for transfer students who enter mid-year is planned for
Spring 2020. Longitudinal data will continue to be collected with the development of a survey to
track these students as they continue in their college experience.  

During the Spring 2019 mid-point round-table, additional efforts to expand overall retention efforts
were added to the project. First, based on faculty feedback on our earlier retention and persistence
efforts, a Center for Completion and Persistence was established, under the direction of a faculty
member. The primary roles of the Center include:

coordinating and tracking of the results of retention efforts across campus; 
reporting results to the faculty; 
soliciting input from the faculty related to ongoing and new retention efforts; 
training faculty regarding effective student advising and counseling techniques. 

Efforts in subsequent years will be informed by student retention and persistence data as well as
feedback from the faculty.

The Roundtable also inspired a small, but we hope significant, change. Inspired by the suggestion
from another institution, we decided to develop a Dean’s congratulatory letter for those students who
work their way off of academic Probation or Warning. The first set of letters were sent in the summer
of 2019 to any student who started the 2019 Spring semester on academic Probation or Warning and
ended in Good Standing. A total of 67 letters were sent. This response demonstrates the impact that
this type of practice can have. It is our intention to continue it into the future.  

In addition to projects directly related to participation in the Persistence and Completion
Academy, we have undertaken a number of other initiatives to increase retention. These include:
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establishing an “English Composition with Review” alternative to the standard English
Composition requirement. Students with low ACT sub-scores in English have historically
struggled to pass English Composition, leading to difficulty completing graduation
requirements. In 2012, at the request of the Retention Committee, the English department
established this 4-credit hour course (compared with the 3-credit hour composition
requirement). The fourth day in the 4-credit hour class with a smaller number of students
provides for more interaction with the instructor to help students who need more feedback and
attention to be successful.

Expanding the Nursing program. As interest in our nursing program has grown, an increasing
number of well-qualified students were not able to gain entry, because the number of students
in each class is limited by the State Board of Nursing. We discovered that a significant number
of students denied entry to our program were being accepted in other, larger and less
competitive programs. We originally could accept only 25 students. We applied for, and were
granted, an increase to 36 students in each class, which means that we can accept almost all
qualified applicants.

Developing an attendance reporting protocol. Our student information system has an integrated
“early alert” system to provide information about student absences and other indicators of
academic struggle. However, it does not work very well and is fairly onerous to use. Still, our
data clearly indicate that missing class is a significant warning signal of potential persistence
risk. Therefore we decided to revert to a system where the Director of the Student Success
Center collects information from faculty whenever students unexpectedly miss either two class
sessions in a row or three over the course of a semester. She works with Student Health and the
residence life staff to follow up on the student situation and then reports back to the faculty
member.  

4.C.4 Processes and methodologies for collecting and analyzing information on student
retention, persistence, and completion of programs reflect good practice

Institutional policies, procedures, data collection and analysis related to retention, persistence, and
completion are based on standard practices. Benedictine College’s data collection systems are in
compliance with IPEDS and other standard data collections, such as the Common Data Set. All
student data is handled in compliance with relevant legal and ethical standards, including FERPA
and GDPR.

Sources

Center for C_and_P
Data_Book
Dean_congrat-letter
Kims_congrats_letter
Quality Initiative good standing
Retention information 2015
Sixty_four
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4.S - Criterion 4 - Summary

The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, learning
environments, and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for student learning through
processes designed to promote continuous improvement.

Summary

Strengths

1. Benedictine maintains the quality of educational programs through regular, systematic review
processes, which rely on assessment of student learning, curriculum evaluation, review of
academic major programs and departments, and review of co-curricular programs.

2. Benedictine provides a robust General Education Program, which is regularly monitored by the
Curriculum Committee, assessed by the Assessment Committee, and reviewed by the entire
faculty.

3. The College Registrar uses established criteria to evaluate all the credit that the College
transcripts, including credit from US college courses, advanced placement programs,
international schools, and experiential learning portfolios. Established criteria ensure the
consistency of transfer credit with the expectations of on-campus offerings.

4. Benedictine College maintains authority over course prerequisites, course rigor, expectations
for student learning, access to learning resources, and faculty qualifications to ensure the
integrity and quality of all programs, including those programs that comply with specialized
accreditation agencies and procedures.

5. Benedictine graduates report satisfaction with their educational experience, as expressed by
survey responses and alumni donations. Several Benedictine programs (e.g., Education,
Engineering, Nursing) report cohorts of graduates earning near-perfect pass rates on field-
specific licensure exams. Benedictine graduates successfully gain employment or admission to
graduate programs.

6. The Family Model framework preserves the integrity and quality of programs sponsored by the
Student Life office to engage Benedictine students in their intellectual and personal formation
and development.

7. Benedictine faculty, administrators, and the Board of Directors consult institutional assessment
data and evidence from scholars and peer institutions to inform course-level, programmatic,
and institutional-level decisions.

8. Benedictine College has joined the Higher Learning Commission's Persistence and Completion
Academy to gain expertise and assistance in achieving the College’s goals for retention,
persistence, and completion.

Challenges and Actions

1. Whereas the Benedictine College Assessment System (BCAS) was implemented as a planning
and monitoring tool for the general education program, academic majors, and departmental
programs; similar processes should be applied across interdisciplinary, and co-curricular
programs to ensure all programs remain consistent with the Mission of the institution and
fulfill the needs of their constituencies. The Assessment Committee is working with program
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directors to develop or refine goal statements that may provide the framework for consistent
assessment activities.

2. The College continues to be in a learning mode regarding program assessment processes and
practices. It will be important to continue to support professional development for faculty in the
area of assessment of student learning, program-level assessment, and data-based curricular
and instructional improvements.

3. Departments and programs need to work to explicitly communicate goals and expectations to
various constituencies. The Assessment Committee is working with departments and programs
to develop standardized methods for this communication.

4. Benedictine should extend the reach of its targeted efforts for supporting undeclared, first
generation, and other at-risk students with assessments to identify academic needs and areas of
interest along with accompanying preparatory and exploratory courses. Scalability of the
initiatives that emerged from the first round of participation in the HLC Persistence and
Completion Academy is the central focus of the next phase of the project.

5. Data from Benedictine graduates, particularly related to their employment and graduate
studies, has been incomplete due to unconsolidated efforts. Data collection processes should
improve with the joining of Alumni and Career Services staffing and responsibilities. In
particular, the RavenWalk platform should foster communications among alumni, current
students, and the institution.

Sources

There are no sources.
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5 - Resources, Planning, and Institutional Effectiveness

The institution’s resources, structures, and processes are sufficient to fulfill its mission, improve the
quality of its educational offerings, and respond to future challenges and opportunities. The
institution plans for the future.

5.A - Core Component 5.A

The institution’s resource base supports its current educational programs and its plans for
maintaining and strengthening their quality in the future.

1. The institution has the fiscal and human resources and physical and technological
infrastructure sufficient to support its operations wherever and however programs are
delivered.

2. The institution’s resource allocation process ensures that its educational purposes are not
adversely affected by elective resource allocations to other areas or disbursement of revenue to
a superordinate entity.

3. The goals incorporated into mission statements or elaborations of mission statements are
realistic in light of the institution’s organization, resources, and opportunities.

4. The institution’s staff in all areas are appropriately qualified and trained.
5. The institution has a well-developed process in place for budgeting and for monitoring

expense.

Argument

5.A.1 Resources and infrastructure in support of quality education 

Benedictine College has the goals, resources, infrastructure, and processes in place to support its
Mission and operations. Evidence includes:

See Fiscal Resources Attachment
See Human Resources Attachment
See Physical Infrastructure Attachment
See Technological Infrastructure Attachment

The College collects and raises sufficient funds to provide students with a rich college experience.
The Fiscal Resources attachment provides details regarding the budget, tuition, fund raising, and
expenditures. Additionally, the College has met the Department of Education’s benchmark
“Financial Responsibility Composite Score” in each year since its most recent re-accreditation. The
College has increased the size of its endowment significantly over this review period from nearly $14
million in 2009 to over $28 million in 2019; however, increasing the endowment remains a priority. 

The College maintains sufficient faculty and staff to provide students a robust educational experience
in a community of faith and scholarship. The ratio of students to faculty never exceeds 15 to 1, and
the ratio of support and administrative staff is 8.8 full time managers per 1000 students, which was
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relatively low when compared to other 4-year private institutions, whose median was 14.4 managers
per 1000 students (ranked high to low at 747/932), thereby demonstrating the efficiency of the
College’s support staff. The Human Resources attachment describes additional details about our
faculty and staff.  

The College maintains sufficient dormitories to support a benchmark of providing housing for 70%-
85% of its full-time, degree-seeking, undergraduate students, and has expanded academic and extra-
curricular facilities as necessary to accommodate growth. The evidence entitled “Academic Capacity
Analysis” describes the foundation for undertaking the expansion and renovation of the Westerman
Hall science and engineering building that was completed during the 2018-2019 academic year.
The Physical Infrastructure attachment provides more details about facilities.

While the College delivers the vast majority of its programs face-to-face, selected graduate and
summer courses are delivered via distance education. To support its distance offerings, the College
uses Blackboard learning management system, as well as some dedicated content delivery programs
(Adobe, Zoom, and Tegrity). The College has specially equipped distance learning classrooms to
support the synchronous offerings of graduate-level distance-based courses. The Technological
Infrastructure attachment provides details about our technological resources.

5.A.2 Resource allocations

The College’s resource allocation processes ensure that resources are not diverted inappropriately
from the educational purposes of the institution. The College employs the collaborative method with
internal and external oversight to allocate resources. Requests for new budget items are funneled
through appropriate Cabinet officials to the Chief Financial Officer. Requests for new substantial
budget items, such as additional faculty/staff positions and vendor contracts, are evaluated in light of
budget assumptions and considered by the Cabinet as a whole; final decisions as to inclusion of these
items is made by the President in consultation with the Chief Financial Officer. 

Unbudgeted, one-time expenditures, such as requests for new furniture or equipment, are considered
separately; and are funded by the cash-flow positive balance at the end of the fiscal year, based on
prioritization discussions with the President’s Cabinet. The budget is thoroughly reviewed by
the Finance and Facilities committee of the Board of Directors, and presented to the full Board for
review and action each June. BKD, an experienced auditing firm with significant experience in
higher education, reviews resource allocation in the course of the audit. The audit is also reviewed
and accepted by the Board. The Kansas Independent College Association collects information from
all its member institutions and distributes benchmark analyses that are reviewed by the Chief
Financial Officer and other members of the President’s Cabinet.  

Budget policy and processes are described in the Benedictine Expense Procedure Manual, that guides
internal users on how to process and obtain appropriate approvals for expenditures to assure their
appropriate alignment to the Mission of the College. Budget managers (e.g., department chairs,
directors) approve expenditures for their individual departments or units, and each budget manager’s
approvals may be elevated to the appropriate Cabinet member, controller, or CFO, as needed. The
approval processes safeguard the appropriate use of funds for the intended departments or units
within the College.

5.A.3 Realistic Mission and Vision

The Benedictine College Vision statement indicates that the College is committed to “to educating
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students to become leaders in the Benedictine tradition, who will transform the world through their
commitment to intellectual, personal, and spiritual greatness.” This may seem an unduly aspirational
goal for a small college in rural Kansas. However, a parent institution, Mount St. Scholastica
College, educated Wangari Maathai, 2004 Nobel Peace Prize winner, who literally transformed the
lives of Kenyan women by transforming the very landscape of her native land when she founded the
Green Belt Movement. The impact this remarkable individual had demonstrates that aspirational
goals can inspire achievements that would not have been predicted based on the size and location of
the College. 

Probably the most important way the College tracks its ability to achieve the goals implicit in its
Mission is through progress on strategic plan initiatives. Over the course of the "Benedictine 2020"
strategic plan, the College identified 303 initiatives in annual action plans, and completed 95% of
them.

5.A.4 Hiring and Training of Staff

Hiring managers work in cooperation with the Human Resources office to establish appropriate
qualifications for advertised positions. Applications are vetted in the Human Resources office to
screen for applicant qualifications. 

The College regularly supplies appropriate training and professional development to its
employees. For example, in the 2018-2019 academic year, College employees (other than faculty)
received training including:

2019 Economic Forecast and Financial Market Update & Annual Meeting
23rd Annual Building Blocks Planned Giving Conference
Adam Saven-People Grove demo
Austin Kissinger-Mobile Up training
Blackbaud donorCentrics Private College Consortium Summit Benchmarking Group 
CASE conference on student alumni associations and student foundations
Charitable Remainder Trusts and Charitable Gift Annuities training
Creating a Trust Utilizing a Trust and Building Trust with Scott Blakesley
EAB client visit to home office 
EAB Global Partnership training
Ellucian Live training
Federal Student Aid Training Conference
FERPA training
Higher Education Strategy Forum
Jonathon Burnos-Imodules training
Kansas City Business Journal: Women’s Summit 
KICA Advancement conference
Online training for EventPay and Auction software
Certification in three Raiser’s Edge training areas
Sexual Harassment training
Slate Innovation Summit
Summer Institute, Rocky Mountain Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
The Ethics Experts training
The Winning Team of Philanthropy training
Your Leadership Edge Conference – Kansas Leadership Center
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5.A.5 Budgeting and Monitoring Expenses

The College’s annual budget process begins at the February board meeting when the Board of
Directors approves tuition, room and board rates for the following year, as well as the salary pool for
academic and athletic contracts. Between March and April, the CFO and Business Office staff work
with the President, Cabinet members, and budget mangers to draft a budget for the following year. In
June, the Board of Directors approves the budget for the following fiscal year.  

Budget policy and processes are described in the Benedictine Expense Procedure Manual. All budget
managers have access to an online reporting tool, WebAdvisor, that allows them to review actual
expenses in comparison with budget allocations and restricted account balances in real time.
These reports compare actual expenditures to budgets for operating expenses, salaries, and student
wages. The President, Cabinet, and budget managers who manage multiple pools also receive
monthly electronic budget reports for restricted funds (i.e., fee funds and donor restricted funds) via
email. The Business Office encourages and assists budget managers to use both tools for monitoring
budgets.  

The CFO and Business Office staff review budgets on a regular basis. Projections are presented to the
full Board and Finance Committee of the Board at the three annual meetings. 

Additionally, the CFO provides a monthly report to the President’s Cabinet describing how each
department’s expenses correspond to their budgets. (See sample report.)

Sources

Academic Capacity Analysis
Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma
Benedictine 2020 approved by board_ma (page number 8)
Benedictine College Audit Report - Long
Board meeting budget_IT_faciltites June 2019
Board meeting IT_February 2018
Board meeting Westerman Hall_February 2017
Chronicle_of_Higher_ed
Economics Budget Reports - 2019
Endowment History
Expense Procedure Manual
Federal Student Aid_ma
Fiscal Resources Attachment.1
FY 17-18 Budget Calendar
Human Resources Attachment
Infrastructure Growth - 2019
Physical Infrastructure Attachment
Registrar and Commencement Budget - 2019
Technology infrastructure
Wangari_Maathai_ma
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5.B - Core Component 5.B

The institution’s governance and administrative structures promote effective leadership and support
collaborative processes that enable the institution to fulfill its mission.

1. The governing board is knowledgeable about the institution; it provides oversight of the
institution’s financial and academic policies and practices and meets its legal and fiduciary
responsibilities.

2. The institution has and employs policies and procedures to engage its internal constituencies—
including its governing board, administration, faculty, staff, and students—in the institution’s
governance.

3. Administration, faculty, staff, and students are involved in setting academic requirements,
policy, and processes through effective structures for contribution and collaborative effort.

Argument

5.B.1 Governing Board knowledge, oversight, and responsibility

The Benedictine College Board of Directors is composed of three classes of members:

Class A:  Monks of St. Benedicts Abbey (3 members)
Class B:  Sisters of Mount St. Scholastica monastery (3 members)
Class C:  Persons not members of either St. Benedict’s Abbey or Mount St. Scholastica
monastery (between 9-29 members).  

A quorum of the Board requires a majority of members of each class to be present, and at least one
member of each class must cast an affirmative vote for any measure to be passed. This ensures that
the Board adequately represents the two religious communities that sponsor the College. The Board
reviews financial information about the College at each meeting. A memorandum of understanding
outlines the Board’s role in overseeing academic policy and practice. All members of the Board
annually complete conflict of interest disclosure forms to verify their ability to meet the legal and
fiduciary responsibilities inherent in Board membership.  

5.B.2 Governance policies and procedures

Benedictine College engages its internal constituencies in the institution’s governance. Interlocking
governance structures include:

The President’s Cabinet, which holds weekly meetings to oversee, develop, and approve non-
academic institutional policies.
Cross-functional, targeted task forces, such as the Technology Management team, the
Retention Committee, and the Events Management Committee, meet to address issues relevant
to their specific task force and to recommend policy changes or updates to the relevant
governance body.
Faculty committees, which provide oversight of the implementation of academic policies and,
when appropriate, originate policy motions for consideration by the full faculty.
Faculty meetings, which occur monthly during the academic year, in which all faculty gather to
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discuss and vote on academic policy issues and other relevant concerns. 
In implementing the overall policies and objectives set by the Board of Directors and as
specified in the Faculty Handbook (p. 35), the Faculty is scheduled to meet at least eight times
a year, at which time academic committee actions and recommendations are voted upon;
discussions are held; reports are given; and speakers are presented. Attendance at these
meetings is obligatory for all full-time and continuing part-time faculty members. Active
participation in matters presented for a vote is open to all staff holding academic rank as well
as members of the President’s Cabinet and the “Director” level staff positions who report
directly to Cabinet members. In matters that are clearly academic, only staff holding academic
rank will be entitled to vote. Student delegations may be invited to faculty meetings to make
pertinent presentations and be present for discussion and question-answer sessions, but not for
debate and vote. Faculty meetings are managed by the elected Faculty Meeting Chair, who
must be tenured. The elected Parliamentarian will advise the chair and individual faculty
members on matters of procedure. Meetings will be run by the Meeting Chair and follow
Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised 11th Edition. 
Student Government Association officers, serving as representatives of the student body, meet
weekly with the President of the College. Additionally, resolutions adopted by the SGA are
presented by the Dean of Students to the President’s Cabinet for its consideration. 

5.B.3 Administration, faculty, staff, and students are involved in setting academic requirements,
policy, and processes. 

The Faculty Handbook (p. 5) describes how academic policies are established.  

Faculty committees generally oversee the implementation of policy and recommend new
policy. One of those committees (Discovery) has a student member. Departments review and
recommend changes to policies and requirements for their majors and can authorize substitutions and
waivers for particular courses, in appropriate cases, with the final approval by the Associate Dean.  

The Registrar’s office staff evaluates transfer credit, and determines applicability for general
education credit and consults with department chairs regarding applicability for particular
majors. The staff of the Student Success Center, the Registrar’s office, and the Enrollment
Management Office worked together to create the freshman registration process; a group of trained
faculty advisors meet early in the summer to register incoming freshmen. The Student Success
Center staff handles enrollment changes for new students during the summer. 

New majors or changes to general education requirements are approved by the Curriculum
Committee and faculty as a whole. New majors must be approved by the Board of Directors. New
graduate courses, programs, and faculty are approved by the Graduate Studies Committee.
Departments are responsible for overseeing the academic requirements and curriculum that will be
administered in the programs offered by that department. Significant changes to existing programs
require approval from the Curriculum Committee or Graduate Studies Committee, depending on the
level of the program. (See 4.A.4 for more information.)

Sources

2019-2020 Catalog
2019-2020 Catalog (page number 59)
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2019-2020 Catalog (page number 96)
BC Student Handbook 19-20
BC Student Handbook 19-20 (page number 56)
BYLAWS
BYLAWS (page number 3)
BYLAWS (page number 4)
Employee-handbook
Employee-handbook (page number 35)
ENROLLMENT TEAM WORK DAYS 2012
Fac Mtg Minutes 4_21_2015
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 5)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 35)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 36)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 37)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 38)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 42)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 43)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 44)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 50)
Faculty Handbook 2019-20_ma (page number 51)
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18
Graduate Policy Handbook Rev 5-18 (page number 19)
Minutes 10_17_2017
Minutes 10_18_2016
Minutes 2_16_2016
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5.C - Core Component 5.C

The institution engages in systematic and integrated planning.

1. The institution allocates its resources in alignment with its mission and priorities.
2. The institution links its processes for assessment of student learning, evaluation of operations,

planning, and budgeting.
3. The planning process encompasses the institution as a whole and considers the perspectives of

internal and external constituent groups.
4. The institution plans on the basis of a sound understanding of its current capacity. Institutional

plans anticipate the possible impact of fluctuations in the institution’s sources of revenue, such
as enrollment, the economy, and state support.

5. Institutional planning anticipates emerging factors, such as technology, demographic shifts,
and globalization.

Argument

5.C.1 Allocations are aligned with the mission and priorities

Benedictine College follows a number of processes to ensure that resources are allocated in alignment
with its Mission, Vision, and Values. At the strategic level, Benedictine College is currently guided
by its Benedictine 2020 strategic plan. This plan was developed through an iterative process of
consultation and revision, always keeping an eye on our vision statement, “Building one of the great
Catholic colleges in America.” The focus of the plan is academic excellence, understood in explicit
relationship to our Mission, which calls us to educate within a community of faith and scholarship.  

The plan outlined four priorities: faculty, students, infrastructure, and resources, with a funding
mechanism to direct approximately $1 million dollars toward supporting initiatives designed to
further these priorities. Volunteer committees, each headed by two members of the President’s
Cabinet and including faculty and administrators, oversee each of the priorities and propose
initiatives to address the priorities. The Cabinet then reviews and prioritizes the proposals for
funding, taking care to update the entire College community annually regarding progress on previous
items and new annual action plans. Some key, mission-critical initiatives funded from this process
include the: 

development of a Service-Learning program with a full-time director
addition of a professional advisor for undecided freshmen
establishment of a Center for Teaching Excellence
implementation of the Family Model in the Student Life department  
creation of a “promotion within rank” option for full professors to combat salary compression 

Outside of this dedicated funding, the College engages in ongoing review and analysis of the
operating budget to ensure that resources support the Mission, as described in section 5A.    

5.C.2 Links among assessment, evaluation, planning, and budgeting

To further assure that the College’s resources are spent to support its Mission, several years ago the
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President’s Cabinet adopted a policy that all openings in the College (not just new positions) must be
approved by the full Cabinet before being filled. This requirement promotes valuable discussions
regarding the most effective allocation of resources each time a position becomes vacant. One
example of the impact of this policy occurred when the Career Services Director position (a position
within the Student Success Center reporting to the Dean of the College) became vacant at the same
time the Director of Alumni Relations position became vacant (reporting up through the Vice
President for Advancement). To streamline and improve the services provided by these positions, the
College undertook a significant reorganization to create a Center for Alumni and Career Services in
the Advancement Office. Both positions are now housed in this new Center, and these individuals
collaborate closely to engage alumni in providing career development opportunities for current
students. 

The Controller, senior staff accountant, Dean of the College, and each academic department chair
meet every 2-3 years for an in-depth academic department budget review. These reviews examine
academic departmental needs, available funds (some departments have donor-directed funds in
addition to their normal operating budgets), course and program fees, and work-study
availability. Additionally, the Dean’s Council (a senior academic leadership team) controls a pool of
money that is available to fund one-time academic needs that fall outside the scope of a departmental
budget.  

As described in a draft Benedictine 2020 document provided to the Board of Directors at the October
2011 meeting, the development process for Benedictine 2020 was the fruition of extensive internal
and external research and analysis. The benchmarks and metrics of the annual plans indicate the link
between planning, budgeting, and effectiveness criteria. The midpoint review shows the way in
which the various plan components are linked to the College’s systems of assessment and evaluation.

Outside of the strategic planning process, the President’s Cabinet members represent all of the key
areas of the College, providing a diversity of interests who collaborate in the evaluative and
assessment processes. In addition to regular weekly meetings, the Cabinet holds three retreats
annually, during which the entire group conducts a formal collaborative review of what went right
and what went wrong (Each person reports on their area and their view of the College as a whole.) in
the time since the last retreat. This provides context for ongoing decision making that acknowledges
areas for improvement along with successes.

In response to the College’s last Higher Learning Commission site visit, the Assessment Committee
reviews assessment of student learning and considers findings and trends with the full faculty during
a workshop immediately following Commencement each May. With faculty input and approval, the
College has developed an iterative process for examining assessment criteria, instruments, and data
collected within both departmental and general education programs of study.  

As noted in Criterion 2.C.4, in 2016-2017, the faculty responded to data concerning the mathematics
knowledge/confidence of graduates. In response, the curriculum committee worked with the
mathematics department to develop a new Mathematical Reasoning (MR) general education
Foundation requirement, which replaced the former Quantitative Analysis Skills & Perspective less
rigorous general education requirement. The faculty reviewed and approved the proposal, and the
new requirement was activated for freshmen beginning Fall 2018. To support this new requirement,
the Mathematics Department designed and implemented an additional course, MATH-
1020, Mathematics as a Liberal Art, first offered Fall 2018. The Dean and Curriculum Committee
also approved and obtained funding commitments for the addition of a new mathematics faculty
position to support the increased enrollments in mathematics courses that will correspond with the
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new MR requirement. This particular example illustrates how the faculty and administration
evaluated assessment data and responded with a plan, actions, and budget decisions. 

Another example of similar coordination including evaluation of data, faculty input, administration,
and budgeting was the addition of the Architecture major in 2016-2017. The College evaluated data
from high school student interest surveys and formed a focus committee to investigate the possibility,
potential, and feasibility of adding an Architecture major. The committee assembled information
about staffing, required facilities, and likely numbers of majors based on queries of other institutions
offering this major. The proposal for adding the major was ultimately approved by the faculty, Dean,
and Board of Directors, resulting in two new faculty positions, who joined the faculty in Fall 2016.

Study by the Student Development Committee, consideration of the faculty, and discussions of
assessment data prompted the College to revise its freshman registration process and faculty to
revise GPA thresholds for student probation. By raising the GPA threshold for academic probation
for first semester freshmen students from 1.0 to 1.3, we found their likelihood of avoiding academic
dismissal at the end of the second semester was much greater. 

The EAB Academic Performance Solution Collaborative (see 3.C.1) promises to be a tool to allow for
greater data transparency and availability, to provide additional opportunities to link departmental
and program level data into institutional planning initiatives.  

5.C.3 Community involvement in planning processes

The draft Benedictine 2020 Strategic Planning document demonstrates the highly collaborative and
research-informed strategy that drove the planning process. Currently, the College has begun the
process of developing a new strategic plan to succeed Benedictine 2020. This process began with a
series of listening sessions and SWOT analyses. The listening sessions led to the formation of nine
multi-constituency committees comprising faculty, staff, students, alumni, board members, members
of the sponsoring communities, local civic leaders and friends of the College. These committees are
tasked with identifying appropriate priorities and initiatives to support the pursuit of the identified
strategic goal—"transforming culture in America."  

5.C.4 Planning with sensitivity to institutional capacity

The faculty and staff of the College regularly consider institutional capacity as an aspect of their
planning. Examples include:

Academic capacity analysis
Architecture program proposal
Westerman financing document 

The Westerman renovation financing documents provide clear evidence of the ways in which the
College plans for fluctuations in its primary source of revenue (enrollment). Despite the fact that the
USDA loan was at a particularly favorable interest rate, and would allow the much-needed project to
be completed in a timely fashion, the College analyzed the impact of the debt service under a variety
of scenarios, including a significant reduction in enrollment, to ensure that the obligation could be
met even in such an unfavorable environment. Ultimately the College chose to borrow $1 million less
than had been authorized to ensure that it did not jeopardize the ongoing financial stability of the
College.
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5.C.5 Planning with sensitivity to emerging factors

The College regularly reviews information about local and distal emerging trends. In addition to in-
house research and analysis of issues affecting higher education, the College partners with national
research and consulting firms to access insights regarding emerging issues. These sources of
information, along with community feedback, are used to update the Board and the broader College
community about issues that are of developing concern. The College also solicits input from
the Atchison community to consider local issues and trends that may impact College
activities. Examples of information collected and disseminated include

Ruffalo Noel Levitz Exit Briefing for Benedictine College
EAB Presentation “State of the Union for Private Colleges and Universities”
President’s report to the Board, February 22, 2019 pp. 20-25 (“What we Are Thinking About”)

Sources

Academic Capacity Analysis July 2011
Architecture major proposal - 2015
Benedictine College_Exit Briefing_KCrockett 0315
Benedictine 2020 mid-point review
Benedictine 2020 strategic plan initiatives
Benedictine 2020 strategic plan initiatives (page number 13)
Benedictine 2020 strategic plan initiatives (page number 32)
Benedictine 2020 strategic plan initiatives (page number 33)
Benedictine 2020 strategic plan initiatives (page number 54)
Benedictine Breakfast notes - June 2018
Career Services 2018
EAB_BenC_May 22
Enterprise Resource Planning System whitepaper
GPA Threshold minutes - 2016
GPA Threshold minutes - 2016 (page number 3)
President Report for Board February - 2019
President Report for Board February - 2019 (page number 20)
strategic plan reorganization draft October 2011
Transforming Culture Executive Summary
Transforming Culture Minutes and SWOT
Westerman Financing Document
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5.D - Core Component 5.D

The institution works systematically to improve its performance.

1. The institution develops and documents evidence of performance in its operations.
2. The institution learns from its operational experience and applies that learning to improve its

institutional effectiveness, capabilities, and sustainability, overall and in its component parts.

Argument

5.D.1 Evidence of performance in its operations

In addition to academic assessment efforts (documented in Criterion 4), Benedictine College
routinely relies on evidence of performance in its operations. The College is on a regular survey
cycle, having students annually complete either the Student Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) or the
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). The results of these surveys are analyzed by the
President’s Cabinet, the Retention Committee, the Dean’s Council, and other groups as
relevant. This analysis provides a basis for focusing efforts to change or improve programs in
response to student feedback. An example of such an improvement was the previously described
(Section 4.A.6.) change to the structure of the Career Services office. This change was, in part, a
response to concerns expressed by students in surveys regarding the adequacy of the College’s career
services offerings.

Additional surveys that the College regularly administers document evidence of performance: 

Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP)
HEDS First Destination 
Residence halls 
Alcohol use, drugs, and substance use

Benedictine has several processes in place to learn from operational experience and apply that
learning to institutional improvement. One very complex and significant example of operational
improvement was the upgrade of the College’s student information system. The “Enterprise Resource
Planning System” white paper documents the process of needs-analysis, weighing of alternatives,
navigation to a decision, and development of an implementation plan that the College used when
approaching this project. The result of this process led to the selection of Ellucian's Colleague as the
College’s student information system in the winter of 2015.

5.D.2 Improving institutional effectiveness using past operational experiences

As mentioned previously, the President’s Cabinet regularly (3 times a year) conducts a formal
collaborative review of what went right and wrong across the College since its previous review. 

The College has established an Events Management Team, with representation from every
operational area of the College, that meets weekly and plans and reviews both recurring and one-
time events on campus. The successes and challenges of recurring events (and elements of one-time
events that may be relevant to future events) are documented so that the College can continue to
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improve the quality of its events management. Similar teams, following similar methods, meet to
oversee the operational aspects of Commencement and prospective student visit events.

Some specific examples of improving institutional effectiveness using experience include:

Admissions Programs
While the Enrollment Management team annually reviews results and makes some changes in
recruitment and communication strategies based on the insights this gives them, they also do a
more thorough evaluation when warranted. In 2017, after the overall enrollment of the College
took a significant dip (for the first time in 19 years), the Enrollment Management Office did a
thorough review of their structure and practices. As detailed in the attached report, changes
were made in personnel, programs, and process. Both 2018 and 2019 yielded record or near-
record enrollments. 

Marketing
The Marketing Office has established three goals: leading peers in online accessibility and
popularity; gaining recognition as a premier Catholic Kansas-City area college; and promoting
a national reputation. They report on progress toward these goals at each Board meeting, and
use these goals to identify areas of focus for the department.

Sources

Enrollment management
Enterprise Resource Planning System whitepaper
Events Management process review
Marketing board report June 2019
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5.S - Criterion 5 - Summary

The institution’s resources, structures, and processes are sufficient to fulfill its mission, improve the
quality of its educational offerings, and respond to future challenges and opportunities. The
institution plans for the future.

Summary

Strengths:

1. Benedictine has the financial and human resources, as well as the physical and technological
infrastructure, necessary to continue to fulfill its Mission, improve the quality of its academic
and extracurricular offerings, and plan for the future.

2. Faculty and staff are well-qualified, appropriately trained for their roles, and actively involved
in establishing policies and processes.

3. The Board of Directors is an active and engaged governing body. Members provide their time
and resources in service to the Benedictine mission.

4. As the College completes “Benedictine 2020: A Vision for Greatness,” and in collaboration
with numerous members of various constituencies, Benedictine has begun the new strategic
planning initiative “Transforming Culture in America.”

5. Benedictine uses evidence from performance in campus activities and operations to inform and
improve future decision-making and resource allocation.

Challenges and Actions:

1. While many infrastructural improvements have been made over the past several years, there
remain physical and technological needs. Physical and technology needs are among the
priorities of the new strategic planning process. 

2. Like many small colleges, Benedictine needs to focus on endowment growth. The endowment
is a high priority in the strategic planning process.

3. Benedictine College's relatively informal budgeting process may need to become more
formalized with the ongoing growth and increasing complexity of the College.  

4. Benedictine College is in the initial phases of considering how to enhance the library. This
project can benefit from lessons learned in the process of developing our academic program
review process. We acknowledge this endeavor may attract various input that will likely give
rise to competing priorities along with conflicting constraints. The College will benefit from
voicing concerns, studying what other institutions have learned from similar endeavors, and
heeding lessons from research while maintaining alignment to our mission as the planning
proceeds.

5. Benedictine’s planning processes are effective, but the linkages among assessment of student
learning, program review, strategic planning, and budgeting must be strengthened. In
particular, the College needs to link information about student learning outcomes to
institution-level planning processes. One goal of the College’s participation in EAB’s
Academic Performance System Collaborative is to address this concern. 
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Sources

There are no sources.
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